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Jennie Carter’s Adventure.
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composing the rest of the faculty.
So, Jennie was watched with lynx-like
eyes, and all her proceedings duly chroni-

cled, and reunited, with various embellishments, to the principal Row Jacob
Allison. Rut Jennie didn’t care one straw
for all this, and was as happy as the
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An Apache Ambuscade.
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bert followed her to ball, party and ope- ner had described her.
aio.-mpts that 1 have seen or r^ad of, where
saw
Lieut.
face
toward
the
to
otter
rcsistence.
The lawser spurred
Cushing
A pleasant bow, with a cool “Hood i
ra, and used every means to win back
ir
t rial has been made to keep a great
horses, clasp his bauds across his breast up his horse, and, with many apologies to
;i pi-, pared
pr.hg, and lien ear.
the attention and lender regard he no evening. Miss Oemne was all the recognilmlicr of liens together, have proved iailand fall to the ground. Calling Fiehter the terrified clergyman, lv-mm-d his jour
iiitiv.ded. ill nway from the vicinity
tion Marie received
:>
fhe only successful production of longer possessed.
Ie
sain*- family of plants.
in
In a while, however, they m«
a
.iny
"Will you allow' me the pleasure ot a to assist me. i seized the Lieutenant by ney.
mi a large scale that 1 know of, is
lie would not lie convinced that Maiie
poultry
tile light arm, Fiehter taking the left, and stage-coach in another
St
d W'liell g I >< W11, ! !i" lUOst
tlllg 1 I!
ilu- Mi ssrs. -belauds ol the Metropolitan (lenore w;h as hollow ami heartless as promenade Miss Henore.” poiitelv iii iiiirsolitary pari of the
by
nt sail, tali'
1 and best de\eloped ‘'puds"
started for the rear, followed by (liven, road, and again the horse prepared, bv the
Hotel
New York city. They have some the vainest butterfly of fashion could pos- ed Herbert.
'.
don Id I" used for sow ing ail others
was v -ry lame.
The other same extraordinary muncm cr. to bring it
thirty Id forty or more acres devoted to sibly lie, and yet lie knew that she had i .With a little ilusli of gratified pride, who 1 noticed
.1
re' -e.teil.
I’lie rut a baga, and
poultry breeding, but they are scattered loved him as he had formerly every rea- ! Marie accepted his arm, and once more two men slatted to get out the horses. to a stand. But here a dilfen nt ic .-ptioii
id. root crop.-, d
not throw out any
We carried the Lieutenant about ten or met him; a blunderbuss was leveled from
all over it, and kept in a state of nature, as
son
to believe, no tulviee or influence i the sweet little hand came in contact with
■! ire t laid !".>d tar aw ay
it were, only well supplied with suitable
his sleeve, while on the tapering linger twelve paces, when lie was again -hot the coach window, with denunciation of j
1
...»
u
in.
immensely best when the food in abundance. In this way thousands could have changed her.
through the in ad, and fell dead in our death and destruction against the luckless
he Uuest pm -able
.ndition 1 am
“Why does she wear the symbol ot his diamond scintillated and sparkled.
put
We continued to drag the body rider, w ho was now in his turn more terrikept with success, or at least were our
■1 received a note from you, Marie, a arms
betrothal if our engagement is entireheavy or wh.-n l heard from them.
j few
until
we came up with Yount and Mr.
fied than tin* unresisting dergvman bad
said
since,”
ii!
needs
mm
Herbert,
ii
more
lie
broken
asked
himself
for
olf,”
the
very
days
softly.
mpai
working
ly
li 1 was going into the business on a
“Hut why did you not reply with its re- Simpson, when the latter was again shot been.
in
"lit1 ie-s s
thus a clayey loam more
'arge m ale. 1 would select a piece of open thousandth lime.
the
him
St) it went through the day.
\\ hcivver
body killing
don a .-amlv. iojm.
A rlayev loam, it conthrough
instantly.
Herbert knew that Marie's lather, with quest, Herbert!'”
woodland or large orchards or brush fields
i'-. id
bd
“llid you have anything particular to Looking behind me 1 saw the enemy with- an opportunity of robbing occupied the I
p.<Mig!n I mi the
all his wealth, was very close and pemi-h ul.l, however, prefer orchards, apple,
bd
or Id yards ot me,
in
as
oa\ ing manure ploughed down, and let!
lie
adit
his
horse ottered
to
master, and did tin*
firing
ai
p.-ach, d; \»!umis essential, llenner- rious, especially on the subject of orna- say to me. or was it simply, as your note vanced.
1
i- -r o
a in
<i n ion
Fariv in .May
Dropping the hotly of Lieut. best in his power to aid him. In fact, at- i
;■ ■>
r chirks should
always be placed incuts; and In* knewg too, that Marie’s staled, an invitation for a congratulatory
Inddil i.'e ; •••::; lied a.:.oil. and aJ.’ei iy ing
Fiehter
and
turned
to
been
ter
his
life
had
Cushing.
mysclt
visit ?”
repeatedly endangered i
where tiiev
au have shade or sunshine at
most valuable jewels were all presents.
.arrow d tin •roughly
be will: and il
fay
“Oh, Herbert, when will you do your sell our lives as dearly as possible, caus- by the suspicions which the conduct of Ids
running streams pass through Common sense whispered that it was the
ii’lie I an tin a lew day s piv\ mils to sowto pause, thus
Indians
the
steed
ing
the grounds, all the better to save the labor
enabling
naturally gave rise to, and his liberty
beauty and costliness of the diamond that poor Marie justice ?”
di- se-'
ioi. mg ivet-ived one or more
dI
Small portable made it valuable in her
“1 think that 1 have always done you privates (liven and Yount to mount. threatened by the peace olUeers, who were
watering the birds.
eyes, and this, in a
..lowiligs daring the intervening time.
Killmartin now opened about to take him up as a notorious high- ;
sin- !■- to roost not over twenty-live to lifty
lit of wretchedness, and almost insanity, justice, Marie; but i see you still wear Acting Corporal
'"iidnna -ow dr,,ad, ast son pounds
lens i-arli, which could be moved as re- he had this
Can you see your tit" with his party, thus enabling Fiehter wayman, to whom, of a truth, the horse
for the first time, ac- our engagement ring.
..."ii"
.oiaiio, a- the soil may be
evening,
to mount, blit scarcely had we had
and
•Unn'd by one or t wo men. with ample suitaown Herbert's lace in its
formerly belonged, the lawyer was
dazzling depths donemyself
oty harrow and work it into the ble nests scattered about in- convenient cused her of.
so when both horses were shot, two
obliged to part with him for a 11 itie, and
Ma
•I must have one moment with Marie, as you used, Marie ?”
‘cep as you « an, thoroughly. 'riie.se
localities, the .sheds to be so scattered as
And a sarcastic smile elevated the dark balls striking Fiehter’s horse in the llank, to purchase one in his stead, which, though
ral Workings will
and beg pardon for my insulting lanUghing- and
to givi each colony ample roving space,
a third mine
in the fore leg, and a tar less beautiful, had not been trained [<>
d
d" soil i)m-\, eileilt. eoliditiiM! tor deHow could 1 have been so un- moustache, and a look of contempt danced
guage.
and certainly not more than a hundred
ii
d
I1. n.nv l'i Id- d with a
out of his eyes as lie contemplated the de- fourth killing private (liven. Immedi- those criminal habits in which the othe r i
head to an acre i.'O to an acre would be manly ?”
e
eiit res two and a half feet
id..:
ately mounting Lieut. Cushing’s horse, I had become a perfect adept.
Marie; cloaked and hooded, her bright ceitful figure at his side.
better) are best.
ol my company (now re
Hi'- ivl.'.
leaves a ll at to}) to the
beautitul eyes having lost, none of their
“Yes, Herbert, dearest; you almost detached part
In this way, with proper care and atten1
ditced to fourteen effective men) to move
in ‘ae •-hajie and eondition 1<>r
tion, 1 have no doubt that keeping poultry sparkle from the night’s dissipation, stood broke your poor Marie’s heart with your
e
1 in- -"il ought to I,,* so Well
tl
A Nkm'Sivum.i; Rim iniskm; i:. One of;
out with
pack train, I keeping the reon a large scale can be made to
pay, es- in the hall lispensing kind “good nights” dreadful accusations.”
1
d
tm
is no lumps, etc., to
the brightest teats ot tin* Now YorkJIermainder with me to cover the retreat
“Then
love
me
Marie?”
il
to
are
fiiends
still,
made
and
you
pecially
ample arrangements
acquaintances.
A
.ing tile seed. Fresli need, Id, a
“Yes, Herbert, and I have always loved Then commenced the running light for ald was the publication ot Lineolirs fa"Let me escort you to the carriage
good supply of spring chicks. In |
ka
diia.-et.i I
about a mile, until finding I had drawn mous war and emancipation message be
growing, will winter the liens could be brought in and I just this time, Marie,”
the
ardent
you,”
replied the coquette, in the softest the
4 '!h
pleaded
and t half pounds
per made tn occupy suitable quarters. [<’or.
enemy from under cover, I halted to lore its contemporaries had even a knowltones.
and
and
lover;
laughing
"• ifchatting gaily,
any doubt will
otier turn haute (Hoping I could Hank edge ot the tenor ol its contents. Tin re
<icntleman.
“Took
a strange way to show it then.”
(’ounty
she
his
arm
in
a
\\
matter-of-fact
l. mu
accepted
quality "t seed the
Marie looked timidly into his face, but him and recover the bodies;) lie halted was a prodigious hue-and-cry in Washu
-o
manner, and walked slowly out.
ip m ten to tw’elve days
'• dig
there betrayed him, and the also, hut declined the gage, evidently ington over such “enterprise;” Lincoln
II
N >v. i- tie- time to
is
it
“What
now
Herbert?”
and
the
nothing
the
A Story with a Moral.
give
had enough of that kind of light- was very angry and unable to imagine
u
''1
" F
a
tones betrayed both ill-nature and beauty kept on, while sighs and tears to having
aerilicr "i weeder
beauty’s
<
lU
A h"i <•
all appearance, choked her utterance.
ing, preferring to cut of and ambush me how the document was procured. Hut
r sjightly raises
impatience.
The New York .Journal of Commerce
to Crittenden, which
w
t!i, se, ,i i.- sow ii, leaving
passed Randall’s letter about the Washington
■1 ho)*! you will forgive me, Marie,
“But, Herbert, you do not reply to me on the trail
ays : A dealer in pork lias a precocious for the
”! 1
f "ha a t he
ows a little deat all. Have you no kind word for your tlm foot hills within one and a halt miles treaty and his >wn imprisonment reveal
I
used
ungeiillemanly
language
sou
who is an expert in cards, and, in
it seems that the Chevaof his position. 1 having to go around the the mystery,
11"' 1 'dt iv;,.j.or disturbs the
soil,
.this evening. 1 cannot bear to think that own Marie?”
1* ad- ido these depressed spaces, playing with his young companions was
“Come into the conservatory, Miss He- mountains, could strike it in about four lier WikolV—once a famous newspaper
1 have offended you.”
lie began at
seldom on tlx* losing side,
miles. Seeing through this design, cross- mail and Fanny Fllsler's friend- -bribed
i* to
I have something to show you.”
gi ovv. Tills and
‘■Your maimer, Mr. Maltravers, is the nore.
first to bet on the game, and ere long
w
at
k> laier is tin- important point in
And Herbert, with Marie clinging lov- ed the llio Harbacoma, four miles above Mrs. Lincoln, and she let him rend the
i have to find fault with,
principal
thing
'’iiv l“ "M iin a,U
I
could
for
with
of
any
play regular
money
milage- of and keep
manuscript while shut up in the closet
to his arm, walked into the apart- old Fort Waller, amt continued my retreat
1
"
"''ds
He and quite as much on your account as my ingly
\V|„.,| the plants attain a i his age disposed to take the risk.
old Abe’s room. WikolV no' only
thus
own.
Jt is not pleasant to have the epi- ment where roses, heliotrope and geran- over the mesas,
placing the swampy near
1,1
"di Hii v
came home one day, bringing several dolinnilii 1m- blocked
read but copied the important war and
thets “soft and silly” applied to a gentle- ium, mingled with the perfume of costly head of the Harbacoma and a half mile
ii"
!■ as in:: tin* biamdii s four ! htrs which he had
in
his
small
acquired
of ground between me and the place of proclamation parts, and got safely out of
man who for so
'i v 111v Iilong a time has been a exotics, made the air heavy with their ambush
t hey are
\s
a
ap:iii
way of gaming, and exhibited his gains declared suitor
and the trail; I had scarcely ar- the White House with his “copy” in his
!
tor
hand.
: 1
Hut
I
fragrance.
"b
mi
w iv
have,
my
the iiv. etc
thin to a to his father with quite an air ot triumph.
rived opposite this place when the Indians pocket. It was “headed,” “displayed,”
The
1
same
little
Herbert’s
that
comwoman,
a
said
declare,quite
Cultivate siillicieiilly
forgotten
you
piaec
anyThe thoughtful parent- shook his head and
this evening which you need ask panion, whom Marie had minutely criti- uttered yells of savage rage and disap- “double-leaded,” and the usual “leader”
p lo‘a i. ail weeds, the soil mellow, and
told his son that the money was not hon- thing
but were powerless to molest written upon it.
When it appeared the
for.
What
was 'it Herbert ?” cised, stood in one corner ot the room, pointment,
plant.-' \\ eii growing, ity August, the tops
pardon
The Indians were well handled Ivy next day the Tribune and d imes were
estly’acquired. “But 1 did not cheat,” said And the
me.
the principal attraction of an
-tld
er the
met his earnest
young
ground >o as to shade ami the
lady
admiring their chief, a thick,
gaze
boy. “I hope not,” replied tlx* father;
heavy-set man, who sadly discomfit led. An investigation
and with a look of irresisti- group.
Keep down all Weeds, etc.
“but did you give the loser any equiva- ferociously,
'u a sandy loam, more
will you excuse yourself fora never dismounted from a small, brown took place in Washington, WikolV was
ble inquiry.
easily worked, lent whatever
“Lucy,
for it?” The hoy hung his
vo ploiighiugs in
How the poor fellow longed to enter moment ? 1 have a friend to whom 1 wisli horse during the light. They were not imprisoned, and he and Mrs. Lincoln sufspring, and in some inhead, and the parent added : “Money is
untold agony of apprehension.
line, with suitable harrowing, is all
the carriage, as he had done a thousand to introduce you,” asked Herbert of the noisy and boisterous as Indians generally fered
when there is an exall to Abraham,
-.ii i', m-.-illul to
put the ground in condi- honestly acquired
and draw that queenly head, wound lady in question, while a smile of admira- are, but paid great attention to their chief, Finally she eonlessed
times,
of
or
services, and the
1’ rtilizers are applied, and the
change
products
whose designs I could guess at. as he de- and he confessed to the investigating comround with the daintiest of “umnussable” tion and gratified pride lit up his handreceiver
an
for
l sosvn as before directed.
gives
equivalent
it; to
For doineslivered his instructions by gestures.
mittee. The matter was hushed up and
wool, on his breast. Hut times had some face. Marie clasped his arm lov1
the latter sowing gives the more take another man’s property and give him
WikolV set tree. Just before that publiand this was no longer his priv- ingly.
4i'
changed,
•/. .!
is
rob
for
it
to
or
no
cheat
cation a remarkable resemblance beroots, as a medium size is
equivalent
“Lucy, you have often heard me speak
il
1
ilege.
A Rat Story. A citizen of unques- tween Mrs. Lincoln and the
vabu- t,, the larger; but lor feed- him.”
Empress Eu“It was about the ring, Marie; say of Miss Uenore, this is the lady,” continu- tionable
*■> the
has
us
A lew months alter the father came
larger the roots grow, the
upon genie had been discovered by the editor
veracity
enlightened
ed lie, quietly, withdrawing his arm.
that you forgive me.”
■a. a
there we go lor quantity rather home from the Produce
the
After
us
tlie
with
an
of
rats.
has
of
but
not
been
sagacity
giving
the Herald,
alluded
Exchange
-1'
1 nst.ead ol
“()h, yes, I remember now, Herbert; “And this little woman,” affectionately particulars
ot the wonderful exploits of a to since.
using the horse elated aspect, and announced that he had
1
1
!|
^he tlist working, the
but what a strange girl 1 am V 1 believe drawing her to his side, “is my wife— certain cat
that had fished seven rats
his speculative contracts in pork
pronged
settled
oi st. el rake
1 could never grieve or become much of- Mrs. Maltravers. Under the peculiar cirmay be used by hand, an
through a rat hole in a floor he informs us
by the receipt of fifty thousand dollars. fended at
H live
hand d -iii
oi acre a
day as well as 1 iis son
anything you might say,” and cumstances, I think it is no more than how an old rat watched over the interests
Last
l!.ui.iu>.u> Se.u ohtei;.
a moment, and
The
him
steadily
eyed
done with the seariiler by horse, and
to claim the symbol of our
of
the
old
tenderness
justice
seemed
engage- of the rising generation. It seems that Further accounts respecting tin late terthen said : “What did you give the other something
more thoroughly of the two,
ment.”
to return to the tone and manner; for
the rats about a certain house are peculiar- rible railroad catastrophe near Nashville,
man, father, as an equivalent for the
As there is a prospect of a short
Marie slowly, like one in a dream, withHerbert pressed the little hand closer,
hay
?”
annoying and numerous. A trap was Tenn., say that the portion of the train
drew the heavy ring, while Lucy, with an ly
crop, prudent farmers will put in a few money
and the grasp was
returned,
set for them, but to no purpose, as they which went through the bridge into the
warmly
ruta bagas, or some other timely root crop,
of pity on her sweet face,
the heart of the
expression
causing
gentleman,
would
young
not catch. A thin cloth was then river comprised a sleeping and two ordinto provide for the dcllcicney.
The more
Iii a Missouri paper we read a romance which had been for weeks on the rack, to quietly resumed her place among her
over an ordinary steel trap, and a
placed
ary cars. They fell a distance ol twenty
rops that will substitute the hay crop, that ol which a Mr.
Haynes and liis son are palpitate still faster, while a strange friends.
of meal placed over the same. feet into eight feet of water. The ladies’
are raised, the more huy the lanner will
quantity
the heroes.
As the story runs, leeling of joy almost deprived him of the
The party then watched for the victim. car tell with frightful violence and the
have to sell at a high price, as there is jointly
they were in a field, when a swarm of power of speech.
“Mother,” said James, “what is the Soon he appeared, a
very indication that hay will bear an uu- hoes
young rat, unsophis- passengers were dashed all to one end of
it
of
donation ? You have been ticated, and not versed
“Herbert,
upon the boy, covering him
you desire this ring, it is meaning
in the ways that the car, together with the seats and fas•isually high price the coining winter. from alighted
head to foot; they
but
I
hate to part with it so 1”
preparing all this weel* for the donation are dark among rat-catchers. The meal tenings which had given way. Mr. John
hung upon his yours;
'1.Hry Gentlemen
ears, chin and nose in great bunches, and
“For what reason, Marie? Was it for party, and I want to know what it means.” he
got a snuff oft', and lo! itwasgood. lie Campbell, of Nashville, and another man
in thick clusters to
every part of the blessed old associations connected “Why, Jimmy,” said Johnny, “don’t you was just about placing his foot upon the were the only two in the car who could
U liilc :i farmer in Clinton was absent clung
his body. Mr. Haynes realizing the dan- with it? I et me see;
what
know
donation
means ?
I do !_do treacherous
you used to
In.Hi die field at dinner the other
trap when an old rat was seen move. They swam round the car and exday. a gerous situation in which the child was it was in the depths of that stone say means the cake, and nation means the
peo- to emerge from a neighboring hole, take tricated ten of the occupants, bringing
mC' hievotK lx>\ moved his
scythe, and placed, commanded him to stand quite could always see Herbert’s lace. Is ityou
and
the
cake
to
the
minis- a look at the
so
they carry
ple ;
the old fellow mowed over half an acre
dangerous position of the them to the surface in a very bruised and
still. This the boy did, until the bees had now ?”
ter’s, and the people go there and eat it.” juvenile, and then with all
that he had previoysly dipped in the forepossible speed injured condition. A number of others
all settled. Mr. Haynes then took a stick
When will you have
Herbert!
“Oh,
noon. He tells this story to illustrate what
actually hastened up, and, taking hold of whom they could not reach were under
lifted the boy’s hat from his head learned to bo less demonstrative?
“I
weeded
gently
my friends,” said an eccen- the young one’s tail with his teeth, dragged the seats and covered up among the brokWhy
he means by a “short crop” of hay, and
it upon a neighboring bush, will you no longer remember that we tric old
man, “by hanging a piece of the rash animal away, lloth then disap- en wood and rubbish in the car. These
that the dith renee in n field that has been andf placed
when the entire swarm left their extraor- are no longer lovers, and that any recurstair-carpet out of my first floor window, peared in the holeaml were seen nomore. were all cither killed or drowned. Thirmowed and one in which the grass is
dinary' resting place and took to the hat rence to former love chapters is sinqily with a constable’s announcement affixed. We are informed that the above circum- teen of the thirty occupants of this carlanding is not very great. [ Journal.
the
and bush. Strange to relate,
boy re- presumptive? Mr. Maltravers, I would It had the desired effect. I soon saw stance can be vouched for by several lost their lives. The bridge, whose imceived only one sling, and tnat was caused like to be your friend if you will allow who were
my friends. It was like firing parties who were witnesses to the whole perfect construction was tire cause of the
ot
it
war,
is
to
the
articles
bee
that
was
Do you understand ?”
me—that is all.
According
by his seizing with his teeth a
a gun at a pigeon-house.
They torsook transaction. Who can beat it ? [Chicago accident, hail been carefully examined
death to stop a cannon-ball.
mouth.
into
his
“I
think I do, Miss Genore,” coldly re- the building at the first report.”
trying to make its way
Post.
and pronounced perfectly safe.
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long, kept on the even tenor of her
performed her duties faithfully, and

ways,

Lady.

notwithstanding all the capers the old
One summer I was boarding with my maids cut, managed to have a first-rale
time. The girls fairly idolized her: so did
family in a farm-house by the sea shore.
Our host was a pitiful miser, starving ev<-ry one that came within the sphere of
he:* influence.
himself, starving his family, and a fortioihero was a voting dentist. named
ri, starving his boarders. Sick of human
Westwood, who was very much
nature, sick of petty, miserable contention, Charley
in
love with
and she was every
a
party of us started out one day in a hit as mu eh inJennie,
Jove with him, only she
wagon for a fine beach some miles away, would
not
lor
the
let him or any
to try to
forget our woes in the kind lap one else have an ideaworld
of such a thing, and
ot Mother Nature.
As we approached
as they
used
to
lead
him
a “perfect
say,
the beach we
stopped at a farm-house to
ask permission to put our horse in the dance.’1 Anything that would tease or
annoy Charley, Jennie took delight in dobarn.
her sweetest smiles and most killing
Knocking at the door, it was opened by ing;
were all bestowed on his rivals
a
motherly-looking woman of fifty, in glances
spectacles, the glasses oi which, however, when Charley was nigh.
Charley was a man, with a man’s spirit,
far from hiding, seemed only to serve,
like varnish on a picture, to bring out the and would sometimes go away resolving
light and warmth of a pair of loving blue never to see her again; but love, mighty
love, would conquer, and the next eveeyes underneath. She gave us the heartning behold Charley at hi old post in the
iest welcome.
“Put your horse in the barn ? Certain- seminary parlor.
One day Charley asked: “Would Miss
You’ll find plenty of hay there.
ly !
Come out to spend a day by the beach, Jennie like to take a rule on horseback
with him
have youThat's
right. 1 do like to
“Oh, yes. indeed! The very thing—
see
young people enjoy themselves!
ini the impulsive
Won't you cat your luncheon in our ap- charming, delightful !"
ple orchard, it’s so nice and cool and Jennie.
So the
shady there ? Anil wouldn't you like a the 1 olio ride was planned to »me olV on
wing Saturday ; but Jennie's enpan ot sweet milk 10 have witlTit?”
thusiasm
was
“Pli-s> your dear, loving heart!” 1 cried
very much euoled when -he
remembered that she didn't ]. i\
the lir-t
internally. “.Then the stern necessities
ol a
sign
riding habit but Irippy -eeond
of farm life do not shrivel and wizen and
! thought suggested, tin! i! she did ’' iia\
dry-rot all souls, after the manner of old
a
tiding habit she ha I m ne 7 to get one
Crimes we are boarding with! Hut peron this, as soon
school was
haps this old lady lias trodden a more outActing
she Went to tin* Store, bought the
silken path.”
1 looked round the room. There were dress, took it to the dre-smaker'.-, wailed
milk pans enough to make life one etern- l°t* >1 to tie cut out and tried on, ga\c tin*
al scour. Her dress, too, was trussed j most positive injunctions that it should be
done on Saturday, and got home in tine*
up: her arms were >are, and with that to
correct .tail’ a do/eii
(.impositions 1»>
battered and callous look about the elSo you mav know, reader.
bows which betokens hard usage. “No lure tea.
she was a right smart lilt I
piece ol huchildren, probably; that accounts for it.” manit v.
Presently a rustling of bed clothes and
Well,
Saturdtv
dawned Might ami
an incipient wail from a
adjoining room. beautiful, and wild, Mr. Charles
\\Yst“Ah ! that’s your grandchild, I
suppose?” Wi'od rode
to
tin
itj>
-dninary, »lei e was
“No, that’s my baby.” 1 was about as
on the
radiant
with
standing
porch
happi
incredulous as Sarah of old; but she
ness, ami her new riding habit all trimwent, right on.
“I’ve had sixteen chilmed up with bright brass button-, etc
dren !”
( barley was
> overeome
by the lair vi-ii >n
Sixteen children, all these milk pans,
as to almost lose hiidentity, but managthe ordinary work of the farm house, and
; ed to recover himself enough to raise his
room still in the heart for such a reception
hat and
saw
“Cood
Miss
as we had had! for such
generous •I do Jennie," and then to take morning.
that little gio\
like to see young people enjoy themtal hand amt led her down the
,-tep
selves!” for such hearty proffers of the
Jennie blushed -<>. that one of thhospitality of the apple orchard, a id of a
girls," peeping from the window, -aid he
full gallon of sweet milk !
must he
Ah! I see it ! “Where there is room in
squeezing her hand awfully
tin; heart there is always room in the W ell, perhaps lie was, I don’t know, a
house”—room for all these children, and person in love does
many -illy things
Now they are mounted and oil ; and
then room to spare for a bevy of pleasurewhile
are
enjoying their ride, 1 want
seeking, do-nothing stranger.*, who would to tell they
a little
*‘*ein sent
only to suggest the complaint: switch.youIt wa- a scciv;. Jennie wore a
great tiial, a well as a
Why must my life be a acca-cless moil of so lire,? ot
nursing, scrubbing, ripping, sewing, en bill mortification to this lo\ ely maidwhat wa- she to do
;
She couldn’t
while these people can lie on the rocks all
about with a little knot on the back »t
day long, counting the breakers, cooled go
her head no larger than a walnut, when
by tlu; spray, dozing oil'the music of the fashion
had decreed that ladi
should
pulsing ocean !
1 went, after a preliminary embarrass- have abundant suits of hair
Jennie’s hair w i- lovely, what there
ment in the stable over tiie horse’s collar,
which wa-. oh -md, a little hit
and said blushingly, “Madam,
I am was of it
ashamed {•> say I do not know how to that she was lain to lid up the void on tin*
back ot her head with a -wire];.
harness that Ik u se !”
\\ ell to r« turn to <-ur • pie-; ian- They
“Of course not; everybody < and do
cantered
along lor a while when presenteverything!” —and this in a tone as though
ly a hair pin dropped out ot Jennie’s
-In*
were
already overwhelmed with head,
which
was soon followed by another,
amazement at the number of thing.-, I
could do-—her replying thus, I say. and and another: and you may- he sure the
then running t«* the back door and call- thoughts suggested thereby were not reNow
the eiilter
ing to two of ln*i son* in the field, “Here markably to pleasant.
a
brisk
you.
Henry Clay! Daniel Webster! changed black hair i-trot, and the coil ot
jumping up and
[room .-.till in that heart, we see, for :t shining
stleak of hero worship] conic here and down at a terrible rat--.
•*(Mi! never mind your hair : i' t it come
help ibis gentleman harness hi* horse!”
down," said < barley, a- Jennie kept put
1»111 1 cannot enlarge further.
Does
not
she, however, illustrate gloriously ting her hands to tile hack of her head.
Well, please don’t go so last. Mi
the creative power of a large heart—creative power to make a small house big. Westwood ; I don't like it.'* replied .Jennie.
So they rode
narrow means abundant,
slowly, ami Charley told
work plav. a
that 11
had been wanting; » tell
'Uiti .icted
sphere roomy, broad, and Jennie
her
this
\ i
He C \«•«| In*j
time,
hw
long
[< )Id and New
and would -lie be hi- wile
“Sh
didn't know, it u a-mlden
she baldly knew her mind \ et
Wouldn't
Anecdotes of Rufus Choate.
Mr. We-twood wait awhile t-u hi- an
Rufus (’Incite and Chief-.Ju^tiee Shaw sua r
and the bright idaek eve- grew
a Massachusetts, often
in
indulged wordy -ott and tender, while a beautiful tlu-h
and
wit
was
•*>ml>ats,
generally cxpcnd- bloomed on the dimpled -Ium-I;-.
1 by both sides. Choate was onee arVes, Charley would wait, -'ll Jennie
a
cause
before
the Chief Justice would
guing
only love him a little.'
(who was one of the homeliest men ever
While all this lo \ e-making had been
go
elevated to the Bench,) and, to express
on.
the -ky ha- b.come overea-t with
ing
hi.- reverence for the conceded ability of eloudand the two i,,\,.r- are
suddenly
tiw Judge, said in yielding to an :id\er-e reealh-d to the con-eiou-in
ot‘ an everv
decision :
I
wori
day
by heavy raindrop- pattering
In coming into the presence of Your (»11 their laees. and before tie V reali d
Honor, I experience the same feeling- what it all meant the rain v\ a
pouring
Hindoo doe- when he bows before his down in torrents.
The
being u shelter
I know that you are ugly, but l near, all
idol.
eould
do
was
j,,
tni<*
they
feel that you are great !"
a.- ta-t as
po--ible. 'l'lie horse- nee h ! n
It is said that Choate had a command
urging, and fairly Hew.
of language, and his brain teemed with a
dennie tried t*> hold he" hair with one
wealth of diction truly marvelous.
When
hand and her hoi -«• with the other : I wl it
Shaw
lir-t
heard
that
there
was
a
Judge
wouldn’t do, the rein* lvguir, d bo h hands
hv.-ii edition of Worcester's Dictionary
it -he meant lo keej» bn st.:,|
>o Jenni
out, containing 2,oUi> new word-’, he excouldn't do anything.
1'he ia t hair-pin
“For
Heaven’s
don't
let
sake,
claimed,
gave way, and the next minute < If Mew
('hoate get hold of i t !*’
the switch, ami Jennie
: a
kind .f ;t
Choate in an important assault and
side glimpse of it a- it wa-whi-wed o\c
ease
ai
had
Dick
Barton,
sea,
battery
tin horse's tail, and wa- .(uite ast-ud-hed
chief mate of the clipper-ship Challenge,
at her own calmness when the dreadful
on the
stand, and badgered him so t..r
ilam iv hud l.eeome a reality,
about an hour that Dick got his salt, imaginary
and turned to Charley to-re what elleei
water up, and hauled by tin* wind to
the accident had on him ; but he was
hapbring the keen Boston lawyer under hi- pily in blissful uneonscii.u-ui --; Ids noble
!Kitlci
.-teed -eemcd to require his whole moniAl tin1 boginning of bis testimony Dick
tion ju-t then ; S„ Jennie drew her \ eii
said Unit the night was as “Mark as the
down ov. the bark of her head, and held
■ lev;!, ami
raining like soven bells.”
it- corners together with her teeth, and
Sml,lenly Mr. Choate a.-keil him'J”:
from appearance. m> one would
judging
Was there a moon that night
have imagined tf happening of the arci
“Yes sir.”
dent.
“Ah, yes ! ;i moon—”
I
They got home it la-L and horrified the
a
lull
moon.”
“Yes,
lour (dd maids by the spectacle.
Jennie's
“1 >iil you see it ?"
handsome liding-habit was ruined, brass
“Not a mite.”
buttons and all. Charley's crisp locks
■•Then how ilo you know there was a
hung long and lank, in regular weepingmoon ?”
willow style, about fare and in k, w hile
“The Nautical Almanac said so, and
his paper collar hadn't strength
enough to
i'll believe that sooner than any lawyer
stand alone, but lax
limp and lifeless
in the world.”
his coat.
“What was the principal luminary that against
What did Jennie do about her head
night, sir?”
This -she sent for a barber and had her
Binnacle lamp aboard the ('hallenge."
hair cut short. The next time Charley
"Ah’you are growing sharp, Mr. liar- saw her. instead of the beautiful suit <d
ton.”
hair "I dd, there was only a profusion of
“What in Mazes have you been grindlittle Idaek ringlets about neck and brow
ing me tins hour for—to make me dull ?” Charley made no remark on the
change,
“lie civil, sir. And now tell me what
drew her to him, and asked her iL she
latitude and longitude you crossed the only
eould answer the ipiestion now.
1 didn't
collator in ?”
hear the answer, but he kissed her ever so
“Shu
you’re joking.
many times afterwards, and called her
"No, sir, I am in earnest, and I desire his
darling Jennie.
you to answer me.”
Well, dear reader, as you suppose, they
“I shan’t.”
were married.
About three months after
“Ah ! you refuse, do you ?”
that event, Charley came into the room
“Yes—1 can’t.”
and laid a box on the table, saying:
“Indeed ! You are the chief mate of a
“Here is something lbr you, Jennie.''
clipper-ship, and are unable to answer
The box was opened, and there lay a
so
simple a question ?”
coil of shining Idaek hair, which looked
“Yes, 'tis the simplest question I ever
much like the one Jennie used to
had asked me. Why, I thought every very
wear.
fool of a lawyer knew that there ain’t no
“Oh: where <li.l you get this, Charley ,M
latitude at the equator.”
••I fouiul it on the S-i\»;ul the clay
That shot floored llufus.
[Bench and alter a certain young lady hail lost it,” w:u
L.
.1.
Bar, by
Bigelow.
the reply.
“Charlie, did you see me when 1 lost
And what did you ever think of me!”
The l'.ldora Ledger is responsible for this
“To be sure I saw
the following:
you; how could 1
A lady in Union suspecting the fidelity help it ? Hut 1 wasn’t going to mortify
And as to what I
of her husband to his wedding sheets, you l>y lotting on.
laid a plan to catch him in flagrante de- thought of you—just the same that 1 do
licto.
Believing that he was making love now, darling, that you are tho host and
to a domestic from the Emerald Isle, she sweetest little woman in the world.”
1

j

!
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cornered the young Finnegan, and learned to her horror that Benedictine had
made a tryst with the girl that night, at a
neighbor’s house. She dressed herself
like Miss Murphy, met the “old boy” in
the dark, and retired with him to a downy
couch.
Stolen apples are considered

sweet, ever since Eve’s little speculation
in forbidden fruit, and the “old man” was
blustering with enjoyment. At the witching hour of midnight she lit the kerosene
lamp, and the terror stricken husband lieheld his own wife, in
night
dress. As the newsboy said “Those was
It is all iixeil up now, and
a tableux."
the axles of the matrimonial chariot being fresh greased, the old machine runs
smoothly as in the early days of the honey-

Bridget’s

moon.

A furious storm passed over Syracuse,
The wind blew down a
N. Y., Sunday.
largerfrce from one to two feet in diameter! One new building was blown down,
the high school in (ieddes and several
barns wete unrooted.
Lightning struck
in every part of the city.
It set lire to
two private
dwellings, si\ miles west of
Syracuse, and struck Ltigene Hawes, a
carpenter, killing him instantly and stripping the clothes entirely from his body
During the storm hailstones as large ns
walnuts fell, doing damage to the crop s
in the surrounding towns. There was a
violent storm at Dayton. Ohio, also.
Trees are uprooted ; the Herman Lutheran
church demolished and four persons killed and twenty wounded.

New

It:«

York

Riot.

riu- a.»pe wliic*li we expressed in our
last issue that the threatened Orange riot
the

The State

below them two men, ope ul whom was
attired elegantly. lie was evidently a
man
in good circumstances, hut could
not

tell

anything

about himself,

llis

The

jaw

New York

ol

be

quell

ened disturbance.

ot'cit\ militia

police
riot,

bet

was

to

men

r

or

under

six

arms.

regiments
The city

detailed to the number of 1200

guard the procession and arrest
flic Orange procession marched
lines of armed men.

wren

lowing

were

Five

is

an

account ot

The fol-

the collision with

the rioters
M’tcr marching four blocks the head of
the column was obstructed in some wav,
and the whole procession came to a halt.
Previous to this .*vcral faint pistol shots
wen* heard and small 'toneswere falling,
having been fired by the rioters from a
■! i'l a nee down the side streets.
While
Hi1 procession was at a halt the report
<-l a pistol rang out clear and loud, and
•a
looking up a small eloud of smoke was
en curling
up from a third-story window
i" ir the southeast corner of
Eighth avenue
ml Twenty-Seventh street.
The second
of
the
Seventh
.'•.mpaiiv
Kegiment was
ilwn standing on the curb-stones, directly
opposite, looking out for sharpshooters,
who occasionally,eivpt up on the roofs of
lie buildings and looked over the copings.
A beardless voung man.standing nearly in
lie centre ot the com..* my, eooly raised his
mu>kct. amcd it'!' t!i
window and hred
directly nvt llu- writer's head, lit* then
proceeded I > load again, saying nor n
v, id.
l*iu keeping his eye on the upper
lie had received no order
-i.-.rv window,
T.>
lire, and the captain remonstrated.
Hint was the iirst *hol tired hy any of the
>1 mnn then moved on anThe
1 r* iopihci hloek or two bringing the eightyt .iir.li regiment which was thinking the
(
hangemen on the loti, between TwentyHere
fourth ami Twenty--';\i h streets.
nioiber halt was made. 'The rioters, as
Ik. column bad pn--cd down tin* avenue,
1, id ru-la d in from the *ide streets, filling
the whole space of the avenue. The
|.
wer<- now falling thicker,
-ticin I I trick
ami at intervals of about half a minute a
p.-tol -hot was heard. Finally a shot
siruck a captain in the Kiglity-fourth Regiment. and although lie made but little
«h moiiOration, bis men saw it and immediately the men m hi- company began to
li ••* by "in- ami two. 'flu next battalion
l.wik the i;; 11:11 ami sent oil' a whole VolI. y toward the corner ot Twenty-fourth
The lire ran down the line, slowIreet.
ly at lir-t, then faster until the din was
shalttred sign-boards, windowtearful.
ind fragments of bricks tilled the
g! a
The Tmng la-ted only a moment,
air.
but every piece in the regiment had been
1 hiring that, moment the eardi -charged.
awful.
The streets were lull
n:igc wa
of smoke and thousands were shrieking,
th ing away or crouching down with their
close to the paving stones. When
the smoke was lilted trom the street,
then* lax the dreadful* scene. On the
-.run of one street lay seven dead bodies,
and on another corner lay a whole heap
,f bleeding corpses. 'There was not a
live person to be -ecu in the track ot the
proee-simi. Then all wa deathly still
while the spectacle was contemplated,
livery face was pallor stricken. Then*
and no one moved to!:,v the victim
Then some of the dead was
u
ds them.
•< ogni/.ed
by tlu-ir friends, and tin* air
A
tilled again with loud shrieks.
wayoung woman m an upper window around
which 1 he woodwork was riddled with
balls, ippeared waving a while handker*
chid and shim-! .ig to tin* -did mass of
Some one had doubtless
tmops beneath
b. n killed at her side.
Where the dead
ind dying lax streams of blood poured
v* r tiie hot pavement, and the wounded
were dragging themselves away leaving
the streets covered with blond.
They
a ageered up Twenty-sixth street towards
Seventh iivi'ime, crowding in each area,
dragging their bleeding bodies down the
The
tone steps to the basement doors
citizens ill Ini'- street who had not witii
-«M the til ing were struck with horror.
.Men ranie along and drooped dead in
t■ ait of their doors, or lay with mangled
There was also
! ,idic> begging for help.
..me women and children lying among
tin- Main, and many of the victims were
it i/e ns of great respectability who happened to lie iii front of the murderous deluge of tire and haul.
Then the music sounded at the head of
the impenetrable column, and they all
«

parsed steadily
•;

I IK

M

INI

on.
All

I

Ii Tin:

j; A

ITl.r.

As -non as the tiring had ceased, the
>wd-. in the side streets to the east of
Kighth avenue, who had been driven by
tin shouting up toward IJroadwav, came
l
k as near as they dared, to the places
■\!icre their fallen comrades lay. and
111« »• stood gazing stupidly at thorn, as
ii par 11 \ zed by (lie -iiddeii fate that had
i\cr!aken them, the scene, was in truth
( hi the northeast corner
•:
horrible one
.1
Kighth ha cntic and Twenty-fourth
tivri, where the tiling had been hottest,
lav the 1 midi* of eight persons who had
1 “in of them were apparentii shot.
ly killed outright, two hieing shot through
:h
breast. and one having the hack and
!■ ot 11is head fearfully mutilated, as if
.'i d ‘.hots had struck him.
The other
ih-tJ p.
mii w:e a woman,
scciningly a
been
who had
drawn thither by
oil.
:!:<• general excitement, and had not time
to e cape when the troops began to lire.
he had fallen on two dead bodies, and
ia
there with her bauds stretched out
ad tightly Hasped oyer her head, while
rifle-wound in her forehead her
*m a
life blood was slowly oozing.
Of the
wounded men, two had hern struck in
the legs, and another had his arm badly
-battered, while one man was vainly trying to raise himself from the ground,
whose whole fare was covered with Mood,
while from a ghastly wound in his head
In- brain was protruding. The sidewalk
was drenched with blood, and the window-panes of the stores on eitlie- corner,
the
butters of which had not been put
up, were .-battered by the bullets.
An aged workingman, evidently an
Irishman, bad received a hot in the arm,
and sat down upon the step and desperately facial the troops in the midst of the
tiring while holding his bleeding arm extended before him.
He remained until
relief came, fixedly glaring in silence at
A lad crouched against
the Orangemen.
a
cart-wheel, just beyond the corner in
Twenty-fourth street, appearing to have
received some hurt. The women appeared :it the windows above, making signs
of anguish and bewilderment,
looking
alternately down at the bodies and then
at the troops and policemen.
Presently,
one and then another of the friends of the
victims stole out and touched them, to
see if
they were still alive, but soon hastened within. Oneyoung Irishman, however, walking to and fro, wringing his
hands, and making piteous and incoherent < ries of grief.
From time to time he
clenched his list, and seemed to be making desperate resolves of vengeance, and
then would stop to look at one and another of the bodies.
Some lay in the gutter, lace downward,
some on the railroad tracks, and others
were stretched on the sidewalks and in
doorways. Many limped oil' moaning,
while a lew staggered or were home
away by their iriondsand Kindly bystanders.
There were sixteen persons stone
dead in the street, anil many others in nrlirnlu mortis.
One poor i'ellow named
I teed, who had been shot
through the
lungs and was slowly bleeding to death?
hard
to
strove
remember a prayer, and
repeat it with lips that had but a few moments before given vent to terrible blasphemy. “Jesus, Mary anil Joseph,”
said he, “forgive me, a poor sinner.”
Then he would vainly strive to clasp his
hands and raise them to heaven in supplication, while he said the “Lord’s Prayer.” It was very saddening, this unfortunate’s death upon his stony bed. On
the northeast corner of Twenty-fourth
street lay the bodies of two men and
women, beyond them three others, and
r
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city
averted, was shattered and his tongue torn out by
might
man! All that could
was not realized.
Mayor Hall’s order, for- a rifle ball. ofPoor
his probable identity was
be learned
bidding the parade, because of the prob- obtained from a card
in his vest pocket,
able riot, was overruled by the Governor, on which was
engraved the name ol Wiland the military orderdout. The parade liam J. Lattimer.
The full number of the fallen it was
ot 1 he t h’fmgemen, which would have
prodillleult to learn, for many were hastily
bably cumbered many thousand.'. was re- taken away
by their relatives and friends
duced to less than one hundred by; he fear of in earls and
wagons ol various kinds,
coming trouble. The most extensive pre- and others crawled into yards and cellars
the
the threat- to die unobserved, and away from
parations had been made to
in

Paper

Kennebec

State, is greatly troubled about Mr. Kimball’s letter of

Letter From

procession of July 12th, in New
York city, which led to the massacre of
perhaps some persons guilty of an in-

They apply tentional breach of the peace, and certainthemselves to criticism with as much ly of many innocent spectators, has sent a
—BY—
venomous industry as the viper of the thrill of horror
through the country. The
WILLIAM II. SIMPSON.
fable laid his .jaws to the file. The Jour- remote causes of that
KDlTOlt AND PROPRIETOR,
unhappy affair are
nal sails into the letter in (his style—
so little
understood, that a historical sumSpp.si'kiption Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
There is but one attempt in it to inspire ins
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the
of the origin and purposes of the
followers, that is, in tlie quotation from Wendell mary
year, $:U)0.
association that paraded on the occasion
Advertising Terms.
For one square, (one Phillips, in which the latter speaks of the conincli ot length in coiunm,) $1.25 for three weeks,
stitution ns a “covenant witli death and a league is
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion. A*fracappropriate.
with hell.’’
tion of a square charged as lull one.
“The Loyal Orange Institution” is a
It
the
editor
of
the
Journal
will
were
not
heat ol the suit. That there
apply
Administrators. Executors and Guardians
secret
cerpolitical society of the British emis
almost
less than sixty, however,
desiring their advertisements published in the to the nearest agent ol tho Bible Society
tain.
At the corner of Twenty-fifth street Journal, will please so state to the Court.
for a copy of the Scriptures, and turn to pire. It is bound by secret oaths, and
the walk ran with blood. To pass, you
members arc known to each other by signs
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of tho 28th chapter of Isaiah, he
may read
had to pick your way among the corpses. papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
and passwords. None but Protestants are
thus—
to which it is
In little alleys the bodies of unfortunates the paper lias been sent as well
to go.
“Wherefore hear the word of the Lord, ve received into the order, and its professed
were found, and in shady places, wherhand. There
ever they were close at
A*r*_S. M. Pettengill & Co., (5 State St., Boston scornful men, that rule this people which is in objects are to support and defend the
and :t? Park Row, New York, are our authorized Jerusalem.
was hardly a house in the neighborhood
Because ye have said. We have made a cove- reigning king or queen of Great Britain,
Agents tor procuring subscriptions and forwarding
into which some maimed victim bad not advertisements.
nant with death, and with hell are we at agreethe Protestant religion, the union ot Great
li.
1
Milks, M'o. Scollay’s Building, Court ment; when the overflowing scourge shall
begged to be admitted, and on sheds and St.:tfeCS.
pass
Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements
through.it shall not come unto us; for we Britain and Ireland, and the royal family
cool flags in the rear, they lay begging tor this paper.
fl-»*T. < Evans, loti Washington Street, is an have made lies our refuge, and under falsehood of England.
for surgical aid and removal to a hospital.
Any member marrying a
have we hid ourselves.”
authorized agent for this paper.
Catholic is at once expelled. The associaAmong them were women and children.
ASP U eg. P. Rowell & Co.,-10 Park Row, New
Wo
have
that
(lie
always thought
A half-hour after the slaughter the \ ork, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
pro- tion takes its
name from William Third,
southeastern corner of Twenty-fifth street the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt phet here foretold the present radical
attention.
Prince of Orange, whose contest for politiflics
was still strewn with bodies.
The
the deAir* iloRAi k Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston, reign at Washington.
Certainly
cal and
authorized Agent lor tin* Journal.
had already settled upon their laces, hut is
supremacy in Ireland
scription is perfect. It only remains for ended atreligious
some kind hand had driven them away
the Battle of the Boyne, July'
Subscribers
About
and covered tin1 bloody heads.
requested to take notice of tbedate the “overflowing scourge” to come, which
12th, 1090, by the defeat of James Second,
the colored slips attached to the paper. It is the
lire corpses stood a crowd that was as
will he the popular uprising in 1872, to
only form ol receipt now used. For instance, 15
ami the slaughter of his Catholic partibeen
o
at
at
it
had
o’clock
as
71.
means
that
the subscription is paid to that
May
latge
fulfill the entire prophecy. The Journal
date.
When
sans.
payment Is made, the date will
The Orangemen were assisted by
THE SCENE OK CAKXACE.
lie immediately changed to correspond, ami thus
ascribes almost everything that happened
a combined force made up of detachments
Tlio scene was rendered all tlu* more receipt in lull is sent with every paper. Subscribers to the direct
in arrears are requested to lorward the sums;due.
agency of Wendell Phillips, from almost
terribly by the mounted police, who at
every Protestant Kingdom in
Air* In
money, state THE POST OFFICE but ho didn’t write the Bible, according
this j>oint took advantage ot the panic, to which sending
The Orangemen have always
the paper is sent.^fA
Europe.
to
the
generally received belief.
and, dashing down the streets ahead of
been aggressive, turbulent and lawless,
the procession, rode rough-shop into every
Enlarging upon the disco very which i! so much so that,
I'm*
(inventor
crowd they met on the corners. Twentynotwithstanding their
has thus made in the field of literature,
avowed devotion to
third street soon became a scene of the
British loyally”
and with a fierce intention of annihilat.ng
utmost confusion. The crowd* which had
their parades are now forbidden by law in
the
Democratic
the
Journal
been dispersed bv the mounted police and
candidate,
the United Kingdom.
In Canada, where
I
OF CORTLAND.
the crowd* which had escaped the
continues—
the Institution flourishes, the Prince of
on
of
the
the
avenue
got
slaught
troops
Since it has been said that bygones are to he
mixed up, and again there ensued a race
Mr. Kimball's Letter.
bygones in the now democratic creed* it is high- Wales, during his visit of 18G0, persisfor life, everybody trying t•» outrun his
ly improper for Mr. Kimball to bring up Ibis tently refused to recognize it.
The acceptance of Hon. ('. I’. Kimball, old matter.
neighbor and get as fast and as tar from
The population of the city of New York
the avenue as his legs could take him. which we publish to-day, places the DemAW call tl in attention of the Home Misis largely made up of Irishmen, by birth
The people, principally all women, who ocratic candidate
to
the
that
the
fact
organ
fairly before the people, sionary Society
had congregated on the sloops in i';»d
or descent.
These men have fled from
and inaugurates the campaign. No one of the radical state administration of
street, and who had only boon able to
the hardships and oppressions of a govis
Maine
the
who
Democrathear the tiring of the troops, without
carefully reads Mr. Kimball's letter
publicly rebuking
ernment that they detest, the outrages of
knowing what its ottecls had been, took ran fail to be impressed with the correct ic candidate for Governor lor quoting the
which upon their ancestors and themselves
the infection, and rushed, pell-mell, along and forcible
views which he expresses, Bible, as improperly bringing up an old
with the others. In fact, a panic seized
are a letter and burning memory.
Castand their applicability to the state of the matter! If some id’the funds lavished on
upon everybody, and everybody ran as
off allegiance to the Queen of Enging
the
heathen
lie
xve
tied
it
could
as
abroad,
expended
to-day.
though an entire regiment was charging country
have joyfully taken the oath of
at his heels.
Meanwhile the scene on the
The bailie lor the control of national on that establishment, it might be, if not land. they
naturalization to this country.
avenue near Twenty-fourth street had reDuring
allair- in ]s7J. and the state elections ihe means of grace, at least the instrul'Ulil.ISlIED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING

acceptance.

The Orangemen's Riot.
The

a

as

an

are

on

a

new

a

CHARLES l\ KIMBALL,

which are preliminary thereto, are to be
fought mainly upon two principles, both
of which are set forth in the platform of
literally
tlte Maine democracy. First, opposition
STKEVVN WITH THE HE A 11,
to the centralization ideas of the
republithe wounded and the dying. In one spot
i can
party, which tend to change our
near the corner of Twenty-fourth street
five men iay together in a heap, doa !, and form of government trom a simple republic of states united to a military empire,
a few loot from them a respectably dressed
man, who had evidently been shot while for the continued
ascendancy of a few
try ing to get out of the crowd, the bullet men, and full of
to the rights ot
danger
which pierced hi* brain having entered
the back of the head. On the other side the people. Second, a bold and unceasof the way a boy about eighteen lay ing advocacy of the rights ami necessities
writhing in pain from a wound of a shot of the people in respect to low taxation
which had struck him just, behind the left
and the adequate rewards of labor.
The most pitiful sight was the body i
ear.
ot a pretty little girl, about live years <1
Upon the latter idea Mr. Kimball has
age, who lay lace downward with an ugh ; chosen to be specially emphatic, and wiscwound back of the head, from which the ;
ly chosen, flic great Presidential oonblood was Mowing profusely. A woman!j
b si will settle forever the question of the
t<>
tin*
left
of
also
her.
dead,
and
close
lay
j
to her a man who had apparently’ been ; encroachments ot federal power, setting
shot while in the act of getting out of tin* upon it the seal of the
people's condemnagutter, into which he had tallen during J tion. It belongs to the broader domain
1
the tiring, as he lay with his lace on the
of national polities, threatens alike the
sidewalk and his knees in the gutter.
In
fact, the scene was a sickening one. There whole Union, and should be met and dewas blood everywhere on the sidewalks,
feated in the coming contest, in which
on doorsteps, in the streets, and in
sonic
those \\ iio have abu-'ed their positions
it
trickled down the curbstones in
places
will ask the continued trust and
1

1

of

ment

saving

the state some mortifica-

tion.
in the line of its remarka-

Continuing

ble argument, the Journal says—
Then, again, Mr. Phillips is Ihe Workingmen’s candidate lor Massachusetts, and why
should his fellow workingman in Maine cast
this stone at him ?
We disclaim, in Mr. Kimball's behalf,
the intention of
active

supporter

sinning anybody

not an

of the state and national

Neither is

been.

our

candidate

Till:

MAIMER

HI

KII.I.KII

A

X11 WlH'NIH'.Ii.

The Commercial Advertiser says tho
mimlicr of persons killed and wounded
yesterday will never lie known with accuracy. To this day we do not know
Imw many fell victims to tlie draft riots of
1MC2. Only those who were unable to
get away were left on the scene of the
conllict. Many of the latter were stealthily removed bv friends, and the place of
their seclusion carefully concealed.
We
can
only judge of the number wounded
front the proportion of severe cases such
as are found in the several
hospitals. It
would not be at all surprising ii tlie easualities ot yesterday all told footed up bOO
A< to the character of the wounds
men.
we hear it remarked on the authority of
the physician who was in attendance upon the sufferers last night, that
nearly all
caused by the bullets are below the abdoIt is well known that the military
men.
were repeatedly cautioned to fire low,
that there should he no unnecessary sacrifice of life. The coolness of the men
in the ranks is proven by the deliberation of their aim. With random tiring,
the number of oasualities would have
been fearfully increased.
TIIF. KILLIN'. Of A WOMAN AND

A

I.ITTI.l

.■

(illtl..

The
of the

following is a correct aeeeount
killing of a woman and a little
girl supposed to have been Mrs. York
and her daughter, as given by an eyewitness: “1 was standing looking at the
procession and crowd, anil there was a
great ileal of excitement. Directly 1 saw
a
woman waving her handkerchief to
the Orangemen, and i thought she was
very imprudent, or had more courage
than women generally have,
dust at
that moment, while she was in the act of
her handkerchief, a burly rullian
up to her and, placing iho muzzle of his pistol to her ear, fired, and she
fell dead,
lie then turned around, and,
deliberately cooking his pistol, fired a
bullet into the little girl, and she fell.
I think the little girl must have been 1:!
or 13 years of age.”

waving
stepped

COL. FISK WlilMiLli

The Post this

contradictory

evening

in

alluding

reports concerning

to

Col.

Fisk’s movements Wednesday says—“Col. Fisk was at the armory of the Dili
regiment most of the. forenoon; that at
the request of (lov. Hoffman he went to
stop the Jersey ferries. Returning about
il P. M. Col. Fisk was marching at the
head of his regiment in his shirt sleeves,
flourishing a large sabre, when the first
crackle of musketry was hoard in front.
Simultaneously with that volley there
seemed to come, a whole shower of stones
and bricks uL tlie 9th and many ol the
men declared that ritlo shots were fired at
them from windows and roofs. At any
rate Prior, a private in company A, is
now almost dead in a house near the
scene of
firing. lie had his leg completely shattered hy a ball, which must have
been iired almost straight down, as it entered just below the knee and passed
through in a line towards the foot. As
the fire ran up the line of the 84th regiment, towards the head of the 9th, the 9lh
wheeled and Col. Fisk and officers stood
to the right, for the first company had
knelt ready to lire.
They discharged their pieces without
receiving any order, and the second company followed their example. The mob
surrounded Fisk and as lie raised his sabre
they tell upon him and in a few minutes
afterwards he was picked up in the gutter
with his right ankle dislocated. He was
earned into a bakery and attended by
At
surgeons Pollard and Thompson.
iirst it was thought he was struck by a
spent ball. An hour later he was removed in disguise by the rear, where a close
coach was waiting on another street to
remove him to the dock, where he took
a boat for Sandy Hook.
The Argus says that u well known physician
that city, with a wile and four children, lias
run away with a young
lady of respectable connections. Why, Doetorl
ol

and

the

supplying

South with arms, the Catholic Irishmen
swelled the ranks of the Union armies,
and now

lie

By

graves.

thousands in Southern

by

the very terms of their oathOrangemen must re-

bound association.
main forever

England,

and

other.

to the government of
take naturalization from

loyal
can

They

must lie

always

the sup-

of those who oppress the Irish.
Was it to be expected, under these cir-

and with these facts, that the
pebbles at old Isaiah. The cumstances,
isn’t taking pari in this eanvass; Irishmen of New York were to view unmoved (lie parade of their old time oppresand if lie was, lie would be with the Desors and the enemies of republican govthe
downfall
of
mocracy, prophesying
Grant and his party, as he predicted the ernment upon tlie soil of their asylum?
Were t hey to doll' caps and bow to the
destruction of Babylon of old.
handful of the representatives of
pitiful
The Journal concludes—
British monarchy, as they crept by cowerWe are astonished to find that Mr. Kimball
has not mentioned the new departure, hut that
ing between double lines of military ?
is of no
as some of the

flinging
prophet

consequence,
enterpriseditors will discover the omisand insert a paragraph to make it sound.
The careful reader of flic letter of ac-

Wo say this, not in vindication but in
ol those whose blood boiled at

ing democratic

sion

palliation

the sight.
men, while

Theoretically,

any

body

of

Kimball’s

Boston, July 17, 1871.

Augusta, Mo., July
Kimball, Esi*,—Dear

THE LATE. HEVENI E HAUL

At the close of Ihc lute war, America’s

greatest poet

came

“The rebel rides

forward and wrote—

on

his raids

more"

no

livery heart beat responsive

to the senti-

ment, and every tongue sent up acclamations of praise for the good time conic.

Trouble, hotveyer,

soon took to itself a
shape and the peace id'the would liepeaceful was again invaded. Now the
eyes of the anxious are turned
new

I*.

( has.

1

Letter of Acceptance.
1-71
Sir

Generalities.

,
n„.

Democratic State Convention, held in this u
on the 27th lilt., unanimously selected you
the Democratic candidate for Governor'o|' the
State, to lie supported at the ensuing election.
It gives us pleasure to perforin the dutv assigned us by the Convention, to ollieially notify
you of its action, and to solicit your acceptance
of the nomination tendered to you with sucli

I/artf-»r.| i- puzzling itself over the merit s ot
i- ■. iii't eome to light
here.
A man
_r• 11
whi> died lately !• iving a handsome propeity
and aehildle-- \% i.low. lull then <itrri„f' left
also a will. do!.
uU‘d. in vvlii'di ii was pi..v*d'‘-i iii ;ii | 11,,.
led child should .lie boy,
two-thirds d| ij|,
•(,... ii y
should go to him,
and one third |,( tj,, u; ,v/, ,| moth- r.
If. how
ever, the child
zirl.otilv oiicproved o, !..•
Hn I'd Of the cstati U
Old ill|:.
|
h
two-thirds to tlir iiftlu r.
I‘: 1 th widow habi conic the mother *>t twinu |
hat o. 111 v
heightens the perplexity ,r li,.
tSV O
are a hoy and a girl, and tie ,.lV. \. r, ,,. in
quandary to know wtiat lh -y -hail,p,
u it

j

this 11

n

unanimity.
Herewith,wo transmit to von a copy of tin* resolutions adopted by the Convention*.
Trusting that they coincide with your viewupon the questions involved, and that you will
be pleased to accept the position assigned y«*u
by the party of ( Constitutional Liberty, of wliicli
von have long been ;in honored and faithful
member, wo remain.
Yours with high esteem.
I’. F, l’n.r.smm )
W. CL Davis,
I
A. J. Fri.i.V’u,
('ojumittee.

e'l

Tut: Mot

1

\i

|'\■

m si ni

ri; a<>\

\,

math* the excursion Irom ihi-

•_»uo persons

,i

to liar Harbor. Ml. He-eit, on the dr,,nr
wistfully
ot Richmond. Saturday.
aitina at a little p,.i
down the dim vistas of the future, longI o'< lock 1'. M. and arrivin'/: at T ill the e\cninc.
for
the
of
a
ingly looking
coming
They e|urn<a 1 to hi- 11 \ Iasi night, much
mighler
plea-. I with Hi trip. The W'-ather was dethan Whittier to sing the demise of the
lightful, the I’, oi.m.i < 'mail'd Rand furnished
I 'lTov ’I RKA I
j
Revenue Raiders. Bostonians, it, is well
excellent mu-h on the
o
and tin* gentleinanGKO. H. Hi:UN's,
lv
hirers of the stciiiii,
constantly on the
known, are an exceeding moral people,
alert to provide e\.p \ e.,ndoi t uid mi\enienee
MR. KIMBAI v- I.KITKR.
to make the eXe111 -i.,|i
o'.
and unusually clear-headed as to points of
| he j. oliPoilTI. vNI>, -It«!y 1<>. 1*7 I.
j Whiir.
p ints,
law. They generally know the path of
(if.ntt.f.mfn—I have the honor to arK.eovlThe Sentim ! i\ that on i'li111 '.las momim.'
rectitude and righteousness, and follow edge the receipt of your letter, informing no of
!,. lames
o» la-t u
ham
ami Aimer \|
the Democratic candidate t
my nomination
lint the mighter
I'addi li
I, while a'nimr to their
anylit li\1
umlcvmtingly 111 m it.
Dover nor at the State <'onv.mtiun, p,
u
weir in
\- Mistake Ifarhor. I.uhm
tish
I*.:*i!•
wisdom, and more profound morality of gusta on the 27th uIt.
The m n w
iii tie dun ami approachum
No one can appreciate more high!;. 11.
I |..
the assembled potentates of Washington the honor eonlerr.-il
h ep, eaUt'iU him b\ till till
the animal will!,
hy such a nomination, m.i
1 as on tinIn
iter, ami drew him into
pels
outstrip entirely their -ample knowl- while the demands of my private lmsines- lw the boat. Inll he ommeliced vi'/oi’olis
neavilv upon my time and energies, and mv
sanlt
which
t-i
the li\es of the in*‘ii :
f-ndai:
find
edge. They frequently
themselves, highest ambition has ever been to excel in mv
at last, hy
erai sv- I: dit> ele.l h|o\V' tmi.i tin
chosen field of mechanical industry, I cannot
like a bewildered sohooi-boy,
puzzling faii to
oa»>, lie was kill* .I
Pi.i-ai measured ahoul
that the unusual unanimity which
over a knotty question in
iylit-d I'*11 pound-.
algebra, wonder- entered on my name at. tin- Convention de- >i\ leet ill length, and
from me a prompt and cheerful accept.laim
,M..i row
inform im that he has
ing how they shall work their way on' j mandance of the nomination.
1 am pleased to learn
Inisln-ls ,.i
shipped diirimr tin pa-t y.-ar I
from the intricate labyrinth ot darkness.
hut the < 'on vent ion was harmonious and united
in.uui) (>| w hich In- h
pulaha
pin. ha»cd in
<

1

w

o

c

.a

e

<

U,

*

e(

a-

1

<•

a

m

a

m

a

o.

a

w

as

V

i'-

a
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see
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e

This is the true solution ot thecas,-,
li
is plainly a lack ol
understanding the

wonderful

acumen ot the government
fathers, and not inherent wickedness that
causes the liubites to occasionally stray

from the

pit-falls

road, and fall into the

straight

and

snares

by

in- wayside, what

may be the reasons ot ihv fnspient
to other tribes in this favored

ever

mishaps
nation.

Bravely,

and like martyrs,

they

whiskey raids,

nut-

have submitted to the

raids and various

meg

numerous

these well

other raids, too
but now .when

to mention;
trained officials

drop 'down
of lily-bloom,

upon the innocent venders
and toothpicks, patience has culminated
to its highest, possible point.
And when
it. had become
ot tli

>se

fully

a

fact that the

sanctity

sleek, immuaculate, softly-spoken

dealers of

pills
really invaded, i-

and

powders,

had been

it any wonder that every
tine-toothed comb in these clean, well-

ordered. daintily perfumed establishments, should have set itself on edge.
That every brush should have bristled
with

That each

indignation.
toothpick
have arrayed itself in its most
pointed manner. That all the packages
ol pearl powder should have turned pale
should

with anger, and each box of French rouge
blushed up rosy red with agitation.
That
even the
cologne bottles, scenting the
balile from afar, should have whispered
the scandal to its neighbor the pomade

all the great questions which have made the
history of our party illustrious; that we stand
together now, as in the past, and proclaim our
uiidhviating devotion to the constitution of our
country under ail circumstance-, in broad and
honorable contrast with those who have stigmatized that sacred instrument a- "a covenant
with death and a league with lad!
In the present condition of t lc-country a
newed agitation, eithei N..rlh <o- south, ..f the
issues involved in the late
u
I n gad t-

on

than

worse

Am

.1.-

th-

I'.clfad. The i\era*/e
i.
aholll
paid W
cents per luishel. ainoiinlin :/ l>> -bio.w hi h
lie has paid directly into the hands .»t tin arm
rf', e\e -ptilitf o*-easi«mally', a small commission
paid l>" htisimr. I’otatm s base never he tore
averuired -o hieh in our market.
IIiii:m
N limr.
'I hi*
profi "-mil d hiiraiai's !i-iv iiw hired the
S bonded
ha-1 men* of the ho'l-e imxf ill till I
w u*
liuh-e i,( || ,1 M v'-r[in <. reeiiwich *St
New N oil., w lien s-i.Mi immi \\.. rili ineivhamlisi
is -tow ed. Were l.u--ilv nc.mf.l «ei > uni.)as ,-.i
tei noon, in enttiuj,' thro ill'll the walls.
The p u
tel' heard tin- inusoi.iised h\ tlieii operation
and •rave tin- alarm. 1 In- hiirydais tied, hut ..i..
of them eallimr hini'*df William K in ■, w
ap
lured alter a desperate stn|.r..-|,

.(■

ntands of the hour are,—
Fikst—Tlie strictest hone-tv and economy in
all public expenditures; that we nutv in good
faith gradually extinguish ihe public debt. and
in a measure relieve the terrible burden- of taxation now pressing so lieavilv upon the people.
SKi.’oxn—Such a change oftantf, with a view
to revenue only, as shall restore labor t.» an
equality with capital, and especially relieve the
shipbuilding and commercial interest which
have been well nigh destroyed by adverse 011-

Mr.
1‘roelm Knoll, the Kentucky < ..i
gressinau who eelehrah-d hulwlh la-1 while:
in a speech the other day, dc'.-i iln-d tin m w
some imp at mi t I*, m
departure as the ml
'•rat-, who. seeing the radical part\
on.
de-truetion on "a down m tde x dli i!>• • u■ d.*
oil," have determined to h. at tin m :w
unpui
Oil to the “eoW -eah in-r.

gres-donal legislation.
Timm—To

by

encourage

every

suitable

method, by just and equal law-, the spirit of
public and private enterprise and mechanical industry, and to help the laboring clas-cs in all
practical ways to improve ihcir condilion to tin

extent.
These ami other kindred reform-, it i- in tin
power of the farmers and mechanic-, of M dm
to inaugurate at an early day, hv a vigorous
and determined pm pose, and a unity of actum
among those who think alike upon the pres-d,:
need- of the country.
Thanking the Democracy ot Maine for their
confidence, and you, gentlemen, Ibr the complimentary UTms of your communieation. I am.
With great respect.
Your most obedient servant,
( 11 vs. 1’. K iMK.u.r.
To Hox. K. V. Piu.snruv an 1 others, < om
mil tee.

from Kiwi

an 11011 ll

!e|-rih!>•

a

1

were loaded w ith In ni|> and corn.
Tin- \ im-i
* in
hat'ijiie Hillers i- aumiw 'In- vessel- reported destroy. d.
The lab t d -p hell.
-ay tin
lire is under -milnd.

1 lie Sprimcln id K- pu
ill
iv- of the am1*
f »i i'i
lion of Simon
i 1 -m
aim
pn
if 11,• li
m
w
d
Simon
:w\
"Simple
III' litt |.■
ilast
an*
11
ml i.
more .-ham
ol he. •mum \ m. 1 ’*.■ -!. m •! a
l lilted >!;.!■-' than "i ; 111 -n-w u
-1 e
as a modi i of politi. d pwnl y ami pi i\ at.
a.
■■

■

■■

ily.

I lir MllVnrnl H. -J .<**|»!». Mo., :■:t\.* prlllli
'ion to ;t ili/i-n to loll two do u whi. Il :illlim
el him. am I (lit in
mom inn In M > »r foim 1
two
hi< own do"- .l.-a I. w ith hi- <>w n w o
int <>!' |o-rmi--i<m fm tin o- killing i»ini..•<i a.
d M.
their IioiIi* -. Thon.di he Iri-llT t-xn llv
nn I.
li % drophohia. that M i\ or

I he papers announce that J ohn Slier
is wanted at Bath. to answer i-> the

man

spateln

|h

r e/inrr umnihj the shippinir in that port,
l-'od
thirty !»-ir«pies had he.-n hurmd, halt ot win■ h

iargest

J

of obtaining a lot ot peanut
by
false pretences. Wo hope John will be
found. It is bad enough to get peanuts

charge

him

A

l St.

-11

uia

M

I

Mini

-mm.

i•

w "i>- unroot. t
ieinity on ilie ! Jih. 1 \ m-.
dish, who in turn communicated it to the
ami Mown >lnv.n in «*\ery part "l tin- eit\.
soap-boxes, until there was such a deaf- in a legitimate way. and inflict the nui- l-'olir or ti\ ; "||S W ere illet I Htfiltllim
timl*. i-. ami mm. per oils wn. in
ening storm of wrath as to call the atten- sance on people, but he who will put on am I t.iliimrLoss
mm»t tall l»-low
mi proper!v
tion of the dapper little man busily spend- the garb of honesty and call for peanuts juivil.
*200,01)0.
deserves
punishment. Come forth, John,
ing his spare time in cultivating the latest
P is adinitti -I with il mil ill Wa-hnuton III i!
We are indebted to Kdward Alden, the investje;,t j,,n-ot th- ..iitraLo roimnitti .m
arrangement of neckties, or seeing that
tar a- the nl
P-rriMe and .lam mdiii' failin'.
the parting ol‘ his oily locks is exactly in
rn• ■!.
T|n-\ neither in -t it
Fsij., of Wilmington, III lfr .->ome >pn ; ieal party in
ml- mm w-.rr ml th
tin
the middle. Such was, exactly, the state mens of the the Colorado hug, that is lie assiinipli<>11
ml inn mi-! it *it i->ua I
i pa>s;iyre ..! tin ini.in: mi
of allairs,
lint all in vain the protesting
making such a havoe with the potato | ku-klux law
iml scolding.
Uncle Samuel is a stern fields of the west. They are ugly looking
'1' .ilhai .-I il mi;
eU
me .lay la-1
l>o it.
sturm-ou
was '.-ttmi.i •; horn-- in
old parent, and never takes excuse; from
customers,resembling the common -«|ir.i-h j ilea
it
ina the III all lieu >
feet hm :4 lea pel lilt-'
libs erring sons.
So forthwith the
-ottiiiWin* ay- ! hat li-h ai
bug, but four limes as large. They have out. of hi- wi'
e-

s

K

-o

■

e

11-•

m

n

w>

i-

-i

it

whi
-raI-''.- in th- I’.-noh -e.t
ceptance will find sufficient endorsement
preserving the public peace, one IlfXI>UKI» AND THIRTY A I'oTH E« A 1HI S reached the interior of New Vorlc, ami
At -I < alil'ornia (air r.-erill Iv, -e\ <;ral '-.at |.
of democratic principles to satisfy all his have the
wore dragged by the
ho expected in Maine in two or three
officials
to
associate
and
may
unrelenting
right
parade
.hiMii.m. a !»• i.
| o! strained ln»ue\ w.-rr pul on
supporters, and many who have not been without hindrance. But if in the future into the great mortar ol justice and pound- years.
a
hap put a i*otth* "I a-l"i "d with 111
'lit! Hi"
w Ic it
w
di
>>1
I’hr
of that class hitherto.
But they will we are to take measures to
ed out by the pestle of the revenue law.
Barnum has “gone hack on us.” 1’ho that opinion
prevent the
a H and.
made it w
hardly be content with Hie Journal’s now transfer to this country of the political and At least fifty-six are taken rare of, the much vaunted concern is to come only so j
nth" Yw 'i
Amnmr th" |r-utt- --?»••!
departure from the Bible In Wendell religions quarrels of the old world, the others being set aside until September, it far east as Waterville. and then take tin | riot .m We-Itie-.lai w >11 < >f-j I .■•
t
mi r' I >:11"
"I
In
d
l*oi tlaml. -e.-oinl-tewat
Phillips. As the Journal truly predicted maimer of doing it may become an im- being too hot weal her,Supervisor Simmons hack track. We shan’t sec Woolley h*n sr. Tin
!e ti ns fhat Ins w oiMid
I'm
p .infill hut
a democratic editor lias discovered its defor
the
1
mDistrict Attorney to attend to
!:
11" W
not danmei-i"I-.
What is it
Joyce IIetli, and tin
portant, question. And in considering the says,
i.
Mail
when
III.
happenThere are. however, always
parture and makes il sound—and it sounds means to that end, shall we give the place them now
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A Greek War
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Blown
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Advices from Alliens announce a terrible disaster on board a Greek man-of-war.
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that “He who will dance must
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Terrific Typhoon in Japan.
magazine of the steamer Eunoinia
A telegram to the
Lloyds from Hong
exploded on the 3d inst. in the Grecian
Kong, July 17th, announces that a terrilie
Archipelago. Forty of her crew were typhoon
Seven
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and nearly or quite destroyed; the place
entirely destroyed.
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‘gna
when under the inlluenoe of it would
'.n
I
b.
.1•min' t.'Waid- them.
whip his horse unmereitully. cut out the
eyes of his hogs and indulge in other acts
n
lendi
of brutal and fiendish passion. His
family
M
V. K. r M" M < on
consisted of his wife, an intelligent lady,
-t
M
>k a lonk at the
.ntls
about
aged
forty years ; six children, the
"\
.1
ss !i
'; in- h I- inade, \V i: 1. a \ ieW
eldest about fourteen years and the young\ larea- bri
a
hii.
ml.!.
;n
est about
twenty days. The oldest hoy
111
o\ 1 rltoW
lit
I'M
1. ris
was named Martin, and lie was eleven
iero
;,in mis
tii
of
years
age.
mi,, .s In a. a 11
allbrds an e\On tin* 1
li ol Juno Mora fame to (■ 11I nl «-h in.
1" till wat.-r ra-k< for yes-vl-.
inan and
posted two written notions, stal\ 1"?I
!!•■-.■
t.. wati'i' In
""irden. A
ing that his hoy had run away from home,
lie
and olfering a reward for his return.
n
Ain
tie'r ulroad iniil|»al)\ lei-laid a. loss
<!ated joeoseh that he did not know why
h
neverthe lad should leave, as he had always
M
M
A few days after some
l!
iled him well.
11- m;
Ii pniid, ami rai-ing hiuipl .1
the neighbors began to suspect that
es II
’:
n
Ming, 11i O'.
i
nl'.' I III- lines!
something was wrong, and on the both,
I an."id'.*, .''id I"
s
Mil'll an abundant
Messrs. MeC’ourtie and h. !». Winters, of
'lid I; Sol! liliie: -llppi of pure W dor.
Onarga. and others, swore out a warrant
»
t 1. S >
and started for Mora’s house. On their
I\i
i:!
I'll, aliniiu'em ml apw ay they stopped at a school which Mera's
e. hinnii. liia!
in.eii.
.Mi-- ! Ialtin S.ofoldest
h
( i, oriie Prim
1 mini a, a-si-ted by
I.
daughter was attending and questioned her. On promising to protect her,
'I
la ;i
-'.ot.trd. tin* pnpulai b.ipraiio and
"lie said her father had beaten her brother,
Mi
1,1
ed lluiVinan. the e-d.dvrati-d Vlanist
and after beating him had put him on the
r. s\ ill app. ar m a grand luu-imil
......
stove, and she had never seen him since,
;i
ni
f.n .l 11 dl a- \I d :mi -day
but believed he was dead.
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then stales that the suspineighbors being aroused, they
made seal eh lor the ho\ *s body, and found
!■
nun
itt.-nd.
A t that 1 ime tln >
ilit is ris unknown to mir edi/eiis^ ii buried in the garden.
An inquest was
"Himlaiiiim o' \s
proiiomi' i'd by
then held, at which the boy’s mother testiMil
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judge-, tied
I
pis'ell ill IJelI

lilUsii 'tl

ever

as

follows

live two and a hall miles I mm Onartin- \\ ill b. tin* *Mils nppnrtimity our eitga; Martin Mera is my husband; have
b is.
t h< aring a lir-t -das- musical
resided there six years; Martin treated
!• laiiiaii* ni. probib.Im an
the -uinmer
hi< children kindly at times; he has not
's
h odU that a large
i..
a id
ni
has
whipped much lately; he whipped our
b- in atb-ndaui'i'.
..1
11
W i
all
hoy Martin on Tuesday night, two weeks
W Ilf e
( 11
;
Mm.r
We
I
ago last Tuesday; lie whipped him very
k. Il.t- >. i'll anvste.l 1)11 :t
hard; 1 did not see him; my babe was
i- -in d
i-t w
born that dav; did not hoar blows, but
I::::l w itli outrageous conheard the child’s cries; 1 was in my bed\\ ii!i
•!!!■_: hoy-o!'ilia! vicinity—charges
room; the parlor was between the two;
Ii. i; sii-|a’ilie. 1. will hm ml him :i< a mon1 heard the child cry, “Yes, sir! yes, sir!
I.-pi tv ilv.
II. \\ ill he a ataiiie.l oil
no, sir!” the whipping continued some
I
i!•'! e dud"
Klan.iei
of that
i> i. \t
; time; my husband would ask him. “Will
yoiii work'.1” tin1 child did not scream; I
do noi know what time the child went to
I
in-id.-w alk .e front ol the
bed
Mera got up between four and live;
*V
ri. all Hop
'-pani-il *|ll:*i tel* of a dollar
I was under the intluenee of some powders, and did not awaken until breakfast
5 a; A
< IIIPI.I. diani who lee- heeii li\ e
r I
was over: did not
sleep much during the
ii :ik en! hi
oa.iicmd of hip S irdis, ha ju-t
night ; the little girl came in and asked
ii ris
-I home.
me if 1 did not want some breakfast; 1
1
f!h. ami. Whi-pe r.ot the l’oillaml ya«• 111
told her 1 did nut want breakfast; did
I
i:. «-t. 'v*■ r■ in oiu hart ->r oil Fri lay l:i-t.
hear any disturbance; about ton
not
i’unl.o in oi'-iie.t in- lu-w liverv -lahlo. | o'clock the child came into the bedroom,
followed by his father; his father was
td
I
III. 1)
\\
‘lipping him; he whipped him very
*' vki
•ti'*i.
if lie
I. 11, ol t In weather
hard with a horsewhip, a blaeksnake.
iurii!-Ji u- with ud.mr three months more
about one and otic-half inch at the butt;
■a eat In !'
life' the | n e-.flll sample, We shall
did not see him strike him a great many
".ii
inilu- ii,-e for his rc-i I. etion.i >ur limes; all 1 saw of the whipping was iii
v
i' il line
with Summer visitors, and
my bedroom; he did not strike him with
the ’butt end of the whip; tie* lash was
"\
>in
Die
I 'idv.-" ali-t So.-icly
broken oil' so as to leave the whip about
team
\r
We i
a yard
1'- t'lidai intis are making an art
long; lie dodged about the room
o
as to avoid tlie blows,
a
i:iaet-1> nt
promising to
pi.mi' ta- ur-i-m dy ear- to
work, and asking tor mercy; he did not
nit' I’ ‘’A
Moinn- in M week.Thor*hold the child : the child went around
•i
a
d. ,i .•! !i t> in' lad w et l., ami a rood
and around the room, and my husband
o a in.'ll,
on: w
followdim my-tethe
gave him some very hard blows;
V1 tied
till' -I reels—
lip ill
bil l pleaded. “Don’t whip me, father !
I’l.
I.
in
a
ho )p hirl with l.tistl. atdon't whip me, and 1 will work! Please
11
< 'li i. ii.
Mr. lloti'inaii.pianist.
don't ! o|i. don’t whip me, father, and 1
s
.1.-I if- Me
ulord. Vo '.'did', win* :* n
vviil work
he was naked when he came
'-le-eit in;
i --1 \\ inter, al- 111.-1 it a! illy a few
into my room; his father made him take
onii v. I
oil'his clothes, take oil' everything; the
-ur-ions are tin- order
!
...I'm
i(leap of I idill.-r oil our boy had just come in from the field; his
.nd
-vydody seetn-s to own a ! fare was swollen from the whipping he
l’orcivcd the night \>eforo ho nytvn not
I tier, who has tilled
f >. 1
.A
citing when lie came into my room; his
I 'niiarian
v
iiiir* li for tic past
; nip.: -it
fallen- whipped him very hard for about
uni,\- v a- v •ry y.-nefallv liked dy his
ten <»r fit tern minutes, the boy all the
nn
Tin- in \ t Join
-mml.iv
hi- plaee
tinn* begging for mercy and promising to
d !■ v In. Mr V ... r on of Ma-'-iwork; his lather at last stopped, when
r
Ila-pd. rie•piite pi. nt> in the he told the child to put on his shirt; the
.rk. : now. Inn they taste flat alter eating child
made an effort, and failed; his
Miwheni-.(.re.!, ai• i*i• -. ..f the minnic
father again ordered him to put on his
.Mein at. to -ale.
u. i mg, -Oie call HOW elishirt, when he said. “1 can’t sec it; 1
v
he .t few eeiils.. ..Kdiyore i- "el
oi
cant see it!”
“You can’t see it? You
mu
-No, father, I can't see
up oim fine -tci a)-e..j.ti‘ \i.-w- of our can’t see it ?'’
an .I it'iirr itindiny'-.
lie will devote all
you! 1 can’t see you, father, I can't see
\ou!” and fell dying; my husband said,
-.1 w-'.-k I
the 1»!i-i11. —.
1:.has n .-onfly
•Have 1 killed him?” and T said, “Yes,
on -oim- line \ i, ws of t he low <-r portion of
you have; you have finished him;” he
iiit.-h n-"..I.Tin meinher- ot the Masonic
then took him in his arms and bathed him
m imils
piopo-e having an lA.-ur-ion next
with whiskey, and tried to get him to
\
t tn
,\
e\.-rs thm.
will he ..inducted on
drink some; lie tried to pour some down
'vine, ind all s*. ill keep their head- level
him : lie then threw some liquor over him,
\ •M oor-dite"
into tn\vn. and havmg
and tried to revive him, and, having faild in -one- oi that
\v 11i«-11 steals nwav
ed. lie cried, “Have 1 killed him?.have I
In dns'*—-laid down '>n tin
.million ami
killed him
He rubbed him with spirits
•ok a naj and i.v.oke
find some one had half an hour; the child raised his hands
"•n •util
lii- ii o' «-. wIn -ii mimal lie ditl not
ciee, and moved his lips, and it was
fin liiree
Mora! —“he virtuous
over;
his last words were, “I can’t
I
Mi
ili he liapf ".I far .mu i- not eoniI ci'ii t see;
lie then
pushed the
'•» 15ei!:t-!
nm <
a; n s’, ill lieket till' who
I'inly under my bed, where il remained
Idr a -inali coinpcu-a!ion,
they an until n little before midnight; alter night
Mora went out often, staying for a short
:.> M at.-rv ill.- m l
tin
how ....During
•time, and then would return'; be look the
odio. ladies
an cross our streets without
body out the frontdoor; lie said he would
oit..' a nunmit m to assist them, without
give his right arm and leg rather than had
•I
my iioildi-n under liI»y the hor-e»,
i! happened; be would sillier any torture
•-.!!' over hv the numerous
v.-hiide- win eh
hi have him back again; he
generally
-p tips
di"fk i'iir -tree!'.The ilr-t
.»al veIrents his lamily well—he is a good proil..- arrived, and If an has hi- head ipiarvider the only trouble was the boy would
it the hay
ah-.
Id
lids tin coal, like
loll lies: lie would tell the boy to tell the
pi
and the unjiM, at ahold .?'S
upon tin it
I ruth and mind his lessons ; lie is a very
i
ton
rtill Tuesday
red
\ nka
high tempered man and never knows
a
1 In
tinker'
lia\.
struck in. not when to stop; if I was on my feet. [ eould
have
saved my boy, but my babe was
in 1 mi
hiiiiiIm r-. hut large and fat.
only one day old; 1 was oil my bed; be
lias not always treated me well, lie gave
Vissri.
The builder of Mr. me a crack aside of the head one or two
II
Aspinwalfs yacht claims to
I diil want to leave him some tim
('•'
cmmind tin- first eomposite iron times;
since, but he promised hetler, and we got
-<| r\ r coil si fueled ill I lie Eliited States.
very well afterward; he has had
A 11* 'rj,,,ji11«_> in thi ■. direction, however along
some
trouble with his neighbors, hut
•in:;!', i a I'ea-oii lot congratulation.
It
never
spoke had of them; my brother
'•ill
lew \ ear.- -im e the -.hip-builders
came to see me once and
my husband
m England i<> >k
the initial step in the drove him
oil'; the lirst. day 1 was up I
‘»|
iron
\
ami
r-sels,
now
the
busibuilding
went to look tor the grave; I told Martin
i important. The builders on the 1 had hern nut to
look for the grave ; lie
oh and 1 v ne gained the advantage of
asked, “Did you find it!”’ I told him
11 oiit-idc competitor-, and established
“No;’’ “I don’t think you eould,” was
1!Han -(1 \
more and
more
(irmly year the reply; when the men came out to
e■ 11
a- thev perfect their yards and
search for the body ! denied it for my
ii e liinci \
bui their rivalry, however, own and
my children's sake; I knew that
<»
Im
I\ run
high that it threatens Marlin was it passionate man and that
mwiu.J de tmelioii, a- we have already our lives were in
danger; he told me not
On
loan
large eoneern, known as lo 1;*11 of what happened, and lie said,
iIm
fii.ime-- Iron Works,” has just gone “This is a had
job,” and then said “ll
ii.'" wall, and its apparatus is offered
was
too bail;” the children were not
11«• ;ii less ihau half the original cost. afraid oi him,
except when he was whip
me •me interested in the welfare ot tin;
ping some of them; I was afraid ot him
I oiled States suggests that our capitalists at
times; lie is a very passionate man,
hoiild buy this properly : and this proposi- and when he was kind lie was extra kind
;
n
of
transferthe
feasibility
when the men took him away he said.
suggests
at
some
future
to
tins
jig
“This is a bad job, this is a horrible
country, bodily
an English ship-building estaldishthing;” I did not say a word while the
e-ni eomph te.
In mole ways than one whipping was going on; 1 looked at him
may he practicable for Americans to reas much
as to say,
“You have done
A "i
their prestige in naval architecture
enough,” but I did not speak, as [ knew
a hene\it
lit
shall
see
to
remove
more
he would be
Congress
angry; lie was not
'h< ban iti
it
lets raised. We have under the influence of
liquor at the time
thousands ol -killed artisans who will be
he killed the boy; he has whipped the
read} t*» show their hand when they have girls a number of times with a horsewhip;
eiieourageiii. n! l«* do s«».
[X Y. (\>m- lie went for a neighboring woman; on
mereial AdverLisier.
Tuesday about ten o’clock I was taken
sick ; the woman came and he took her
A ri ve,r-driver nams \ \ act As- vi
back after dinner; the boy was healthy;
ed Hugh Elli-on. a tall, powerful man never
heard him complain unless it was
from lie* Provinces, got lighting drunk of the
headache; he would have been
and
a sailattacked
afternoon
yesterday
eleven years old on the 17th of June; his
street. shirt
or
near the loot of Exchange
was bloody, hut do not know where
They were using slows freely, when po- iL came from; it did not come from his
liceman Weymouth started to arrest Elli- mouth; his lace was swollen in the mornson, who had run into flic middle of the
ing; suppose it was from the whipping
street.
He put his hand on Ellison’s arm the
before; I do not know where
and said, “YouM better conic over to the the night
whip is; he was in his right mind ; he
office With me,” when the latter
never
acted
grapsingularly; he is a man of
pled him. Ellison seized the officer’s good sound sense, steady, and adapted lo
nose in his teeth and held on like a bull
1
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l)r. It. J. Daniels, of Gilman, proceeded
to AVaiscka, burst open the jail, disarmed the ShorilV, took Mora to a grove outside the eiLy, and hung him to a tree until he was dead.
The mob was orderly
and quiet, and consisted of about one
thousand people. A few minutes before
being hung Mora called upon the Masons
As none came forward he
to help him.
said bitterly, "1 forswear all Masons."’
lie then called upon the Catholics,
A
voice saiil "Call on God alone ; no one else
can
help you.’’
"May the Lord Jesus
Christ have, mercy on me, and the lloly
Virgin pray forme!” A rope was swung
over a branch and one end tied to Mora's
neck. He was then placed in a wagon,
and alter the rope was adjusted the wagHe
on
was driven from mulct him.
struggled lerriblv for a few minutes and
then settled down and soon it was all
over.

The Corean Fight.
The following dciails of the < orcun Fight, of
wiiirli a short account was telegraphed June
Id. was received hy the steainshipAmorica at
Shanghai, having been brought to San Framisro by Hu
Palos, which left Corea June J. to
gel -lores amt bring up some eight-inc.li guns
from the Ashuelot—
The fleet arrived at Jerome tin If, May 20, ami
reported ten days’ surveying of the channels
between the various i-lamK finally coming to
anchor at a point designated in French charts
as the Isle of P.oisse for three day-.
The surveying party away during that time met some
natives, who sent otf a communication asking
win*re we wore from and hoping we were well.

dog

Weymouth managed

to

tap him

money-making.

daughters ol the prisoner,
aged seven and fourteen, testified subThe subsequent proceedings
stantially to the same effect.
Interested him no more”—
The jury on these facts brought in a
till lie tvoke lo consciousness in
the
verdict that Martin Mora, Sr., had felonlockup. The end of Weymouth's nose iously, intentionally and with malice
was bitten completely off, hanging only
aforethought, murdered his son, Martin
hy a little piece of skin, and the remain- Mora, Jr., on the 14th day of June and
ing part was lacerated hy the teetli of committed him to appear at the Circuit
the spiteful wretch. The surgeon sewed Court on Wednesday, 6th.
the piece on, hut fears are felt that it will
The excitement grew until on yesternever re-unite.
day morning a body of men, headed by
[Bangor Whig.
the head with lus billy, with such effect 1 lint he loosed his hold and—

on

inn

two

Diarrhea, Dysentery,

are

always

more or

immediately

after

beieant

and Cholera Morbus,

less prevalent during, and
the heated season.
And

there seems to be a general misunderstanding
of the proper treatment.
What are called
checking medicines, are usually tirst resorted
to. The history and physiology of these diseases
show this to be a great mistake, and it often
proves to be a fatal one. The proper and safest
way is to make one of Wing’s Pills and Wing's
Catholicon in the following manner:
Sometimes one of the pills each evening for a
short time is often all that is necessary to cure.
Put if the case is attended with much pain,
immediately take two or three of the pills, then
to allay aM pain, take one tea-spoonful of Wing's
Catholicon in three great spoonsful of water.
After the Alimentary Canal has been duly
cleansed, take the same dose of Catholicon often
enough to subdue all pain, sav from three to
five times for twenty-four hours, also one pill
caeh night, and a cure will quickly he etleeted.
that would lay the foundation for future good
health.
211102.
Moss Fakixk from pun* Irish Moss for
Mange, Puddings, Custards, Creams, Ac,
Ac. The cheapest, healthiest, and most delicious food ui the world.
Piles,
agony

Look at those features and

depicted

in the face.

sec

It cannot he

the

help-

_

1>l

commencement of the tiring the (.'oreans wen*
driven back helter-skelter over the hills. Admiral Rodgers had said before the surveying
party started, ‘*.Do not lire until you arc iired
upon, but ii you are tired upon don’t be the
lirst to stop tiring.’’ There were no orders
given to laud, so that alter CapLain liiake had
satisfied himself as to the discomfiture of t he
enemy, 1 lie gunboats and launches were orderid to move round the head of the river and anchor a short distance above the scene of action.
At slack-water the boats were hauled down
stream again, but before they started on their
return to the squadron a lew shells were judiciously thrown over the hill into the fort.
This procedure settled affairs for that day.
The < 'oreans finding their forts ot no use, were
seen marching out of their works in single tile
and making a short route t<> the woods in the
rear.
The work of the surveying party being
concluded the vessels returned b» the squadron
without lurther molestation. One sailor was
killed and another slightly injured.

Thu

Augusta Journal, announces an exdistinguished gentlemen from
city in the steam Yacht Shoo-Ely. It

UR.

Belfast Police Court.
Reported lor the .Journal.
A quantity ot whiskey in bottles, seized at
Brooks
tained
<

depot,.was brought into court anil deIt was marked Rli
for proceedings.

'ook, Jaekson.

Horace W. Weseott, of KnOY, was lined $fiO
and costs for keeping and selling liquors. The
liquors were seized. He was also held to bail
on the charge of being a common seller.
Alonzo Ii. Wentworth, of Knox, was lined
$5 and costs for carrying liquors into the jail,
and delivering to the prisoners.
Henry Wyman appeared and claimed tin*
liquors recently seized on his premises, alleging
that they were not kept for unlawful sale. The
court adjudged that they were so kept, and decreed that they be destroyed. Wyman appealed to the Supreme Court.

cursion of
that

Lincoln County Democratic Convention.

says—
The
of the several towns ami plantaThe route of the excursion will he down the tions inDemocrats
the County of .Lincoln, an* requested to
Ken nohoe as far as Bath, where the party will meet in Convention,
at the COURT HOUSE, at
dine; then they will go to Boot 111 >ay where they Wiscassel, on Tuesday, August 15,1871, at lo o’clock,
will stop all night. Thursday morning they
A. M.,for the loilowing purposes, viz To nominate
will proceed on their voyagi along the coast to I candidates for the offices of State Senator, County
Rockland, visiting the lime quarries and other Treasurer, one County Commissioner and Clerk of

places

of interest. A visit to Div Island and
other islands in the vicinity will also he made;
alter which the excursionists will go to Belfast,
returning home by rail Saturday noon. The
boat on which the exclusion will be made, is
of about one hundred tons, propelled by steam
and is in every respect llrst-class. The management of the whole allair is under the immediate supervision of one who has had experiin such matters, and everything now
ence
promises that it will he an enjoyable occasion.

Minister Schcnck and the Tailors.

London, July lo.
Thu American Minister, Mr. Schcnck,
attended last evening the annual bamjuet
of the merchant tailors of London, and
responded to a toast in honor of the United States. In the course of his remarks
Mr. Schenck said that the treaty of Washington had been very much criticised in
England as well as in his own country
but both sides were content to accept it
as a wise termination of what had seemMr.
ed likely to be an endless difficulty.
Schenck alluded to the kind manner in
which he had been received by all classes of society in
England, and expressed
the belief that the present era of good
feeling between the two nations would
be lasting. He concluded with the declaration that an alliance between the
United States and England would he ir-

resistible.

Sunday.

Buildings

were

destroyed

and crops, trees and fences were prostrated. Loss estimated at $100,000. No
lives were lost. The storm also caused

great damage along

the line ot tho Louis-

ville

and Nashville

were

prostrated,

farms

Railroad.

destroyed,

Crops

and

a

Mumfordsville was
blown from tho switch on to the main
track, colliding with a passenger train.
Several freight cars were smashed, and a
and locomotive were
car
passenger
thrown from the track, but no lives were
lost.

freight train

near

N

SIMPER

and a\aihd themselves of his wonderfully efficacious
medicines, they would not have fallen.
l»r. Schenck has ia his own case proven that whetvever sufficient vitality remains, that x italily, by bis medicines and Ins directions for their use, is quickened into

healthful vig

>r.

lit this statement there is nothing presumptuous,
fu the faith >f the invalid is made no representation
that is leit a thousand times substantiated by living and
visible works. The theory ot the cure by I'i. Seheiick's
niedieimv* is as simple as it is unfailing. Its philosophy
requires no argument, it is self assuring, sell cun-

inciug.
The Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Tills are tin- first two
weapons with which the citadel of tin* malady is assailed.
Two-thirds of the cases of consumption original.- in dy
With this
pej sia and a functionally disordered liver.
condition the bronchial tubes “sympathize" with tho
stomach. They respond to tho morbific action of the
the
lhenc*-mos
Here
liv-r.
culminating result, and the
setting in, with all its distressing symptoms, of
CONSUMPTION.
The Mandrake Tills are composed of one of Nature's
noblest gilts—the Ted* pliillum I’eltatum. They possess ull
tlie hlo*i*l-searehing, alterative properties of euhmiel, but

unl.ke calomel, they
LEAVE NO, STINO BEHIND.”

The work of euro is now beginning. The vitiated and
mucous deposits in the bowels and in the alimentary canal are ejected. Tho liver, like a clock, is wound up. It
arouses from its torpidity. The stomach acts responsively,
ami the patient begins to feel that he is getting, at last.

OF| VOOD, IILOOD.
The Seaweed Tonic, in conjunction with the Tills,
A

NITPLY

permeates and assimilates witli tho food. Chyliileation is
now progressing, without its previous tortures. Digestion
becomes painless, and the cure is seen to be at hand.
There is no more flatulence, no.exacerbation of the stomach. An appetite sets in.
Now comes the greatest Blood Purifier ever yet given
by an indulgent father to suffering man. Scliohck’s Pulmonic Syrup comes in to perform its functions and to
hasten and complete the cure, it enters at once upon its
work. Nature cannot be cheated. It collects and ripens
the Impaired and diseased portions of the lungs. In the
ihrin of gatherings it prepares tlu-m f*ir expectoration,
audio I In a very short time tho malady is vanquished,
the rotten throne that it occupied is renovated and made
new, and tho patient, in all the dignity' of regained vigor,
steps forth to enjoy the manhood or womanhood that was

DITF.Nj IT/AS

LOST.

The second thing is, the patients must stay In a warm
room, until they get well; it is almost impossible to prevent taking cold when the lungs are diseased, but it must
be prevented or a cure cannot bo effected. Jfresh air and
riding out, especially in this section of the country in the
fall and winter season, are all wrong.
who
recommend that course lose their patients. If their lungs
are badly diseased; and yet, becauso they are in tho house
they must not sit down quiet: they must walk about the
room as much and as fast as tho strength will bear, to get
up a good circulation of blood. The patients must keep
In good spirits—ho determined to get well. 'This has a
great deal to do with the appetite, and is tho great point to

Physicians

ucspair or cure after such evidence ot its possibility
in tho worst cases, and moral certainty in all others, .'a
sinful. Dr. Schenck s personal statement to the Faculty
of his own cure was in these modest words:
Many years ago I was in tho last stages of consumption routined to my bed, and at one time my physicians
thought that I could not live a week.; then like a drowning
man catching at straws, 1 heard of,and obtained the preparations which 1 now offer to the public, and they made
a perfect cure of me.
It seemed to mo that I could feel
them penetrate my whole system. They soon ripened the
matter in my lungs, and I would spit up inorelhan a pint
of offensive yellow matter
morning for a long time.
As soon as that began to every
subside, my cough, fever, pains
and night sweats all began to leave me, and my appetite
became so great that It was with difficulty that I could
keep from eating too much. I soon gained my strength,
and have grown in flesh ever since.
“*
I was weighed shortly after my recovery," added tho
Doctor, “then looking like a mere skeleton; my weight
was
ninety-seven pounds; my present weight is two
hundred and twenty-live (225) pounds, and for years 1
have enjoyed uninterrupted health."
Dr. Schenck has discontinued his professional visits to
Few York and Boston, lie or his son, Dr. J. II. Schenck,
Jr., still continue to see patients at their office, Fo. 1ft
North Sixth street, Philadelphia, every Saturday from
A. M. to 3 1*. M. Those who wish a thorough examinao

One of the most desirable public houses in
Boston is ibe Parks House, 18.7 Washington
Si. It is kept on the European plan, is centrally located for business or pleasure, and
sufficiently removed Irom the street to secure
comfort and quiet. Mr. Boynton has had a
largo experience in the business, and is perfectly familiar with the wants of the traveling pub-

lic.

A fact worth remembering—Five cents worth
of “Sheridan’s Cavalry Condition Powders,”
given to a horso twice a week, will save double
that amount of grain, and the horse will be fatter, sleeker, and every way worth more money
then though he did not have them.

Married ladies, under all circumstances, will
find “Parsons’ Purgative Pills” safe; and, in
small doses, a mild cathartic. They cause no
cramp.

Peculiar Characteristic of Fellow’
Compound Syrup of Hypopuosphites Is its
power of decomposing the food in the Stomach,
rendering digestion and assimilation more perfect. This partly accounts for the rapidity with
which patients take on flesh while using the
article.
A

The cathartics used and approved of by the
Physicians comprising the various Medical Associations of this State, are now compounded
and sold under the name of “Parsons’ Purgative Pills.”
We copy the following from an exchange,
which is important if true:—Chronic diarrhcea
of long standing, also dysentery, and all similar
complaints common at this season of the year,
can be cured by the use (internally) of “Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment.” We know whereof
we affirm.

only

tion with the Itespirometer will be charged $5. The ltespiroraetcr declares the exact condition of the lungs, and
patients can readily learn whether they are curable or
not.
Tho directions for taking the medicines are adapted to
the intelligence even of a child. Follow these directions,
and kind Nature will do the rest, excepting that in some
cases the Mandrake Pills are to bo taken in increased
doses: tho three medicines need no other accompaniments
than the ample instructions that accompany them: First,
create appetite. Of returning health hunger is tho most
welcome symptom. When it comes, as it will come, let
the despairing at once be of good cheer. Good blood at
once follows, the cough loosens, the night sweat Is abated.
In a short time both of these morbid symptoms are gono
forever.
Dr. Schcnck's medicines arc constantly kept in tens of
thousands of families. As a laxative or purgative, tho
Mandrake Pills are a standard preparation: while tho
Pulmonic Syrnp, ns a cure of coughs and colds, maybe
regarded as a prophylacteric against consumption in any
cf Us forms.
Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic, $1.60
a bottle, or $7.50 a half dozen.
Mandrake Pills, 2ft cents
a box.
Fur sale by all druggists and dealers.
GEO. C. GOODWIN <fc CO., Agents, Boston.
■$
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25 to 00
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The Favorite ITima Iionna.

HOFFMAN,
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In Eincolnville, 17 inst., by T. B. Duntou, Esq.,
Mr. Riley Cudworth. of Chelsea, Mass., and Miss
Ella Mathews, ot Bincolnville, .Me.
In Bangor, Mrs. Olivia .Hall, and Noah Duane, of

procured with programmes, nt Washburn’s
Book Store, ana at the Door.
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Bucksport.

| Obituary notice*, beyond the (bite, name ami aye,
'must be. paid far.]
lu tliis city, July 11, Sarah E wile of Winslow
Ellis, aged 51 years.
In tliis city, July 12, dames N. Cummings, of
Waldoboro, aged 20.
In Bradford, Vermont, dune 21, Olive d (Jreeiileaf,
daughter ot S and R <ireenh at, formerly ot 1 nity,
Me. Kennebec Co. papers please copy.
In Newburgh, duly 11th, Miss Rebecca A. Porter,
aged 1T> years.

the

rear ot Conant Sc
Moody’s Store, and is now preto furnish as GOOD TRAMS as can be obtain»‘d in this city. His stock is all new and «>1 tiie best
kind, the carriages beingfrom the well known Union

! pared

Manufactory.
Single Teams or Double Teams, Top Buggies or
Open Buggies, &c., &c.
1'eams lor Picnics, Pleasure Bides, Family Use,
Journeys, Funerals, &.C., furnished at short notice.
1 shall keep good teams and endeavor to lurnish
them at reasonable prices, and I ask lor a lair share
of the public patronage.
Remember the place, re.a. of Conant & Moody’s

N i:\vs.

SHIP
1*0BIT Ol'

.Store, Main Street.
Good Boarding lor
terms.
Belfast, July 20, 1871.

l2HLiM.<r.

AKIM V ID.

.'illy 1L

llrig NVgn ta, .Jordan, New York,
F.uipirc, Ferguson, llustou; Itoaz, Foss,
dilPlymouth; \Vm. Carroll, Ale-dee, licverly; S.
more, McDonald, Ipswiteh.
is. Sell Nautilus, Crockett, New York.
Sehs Raven, Femlhion, New Murk; .1 aeliln,
1'.'.
Kano, Poston.
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with Mobile

your kitchen table and do all your
cost ol one cent per hour. All the
cooking
ordinary branches ol cooking—boiling, broiling,
baking, &e., and the heating of smoothing-irons,
performed to perfection. The concentration of the
ll line, and its direct application to the bottom of tin
utensils overcome the nuisance ol radiation, which
in summer K both extravagance and a superfluity;
while the combined action of the water intensities
both the power and the directness of the flame, thus
expediting its work, and consequently producing
Can stand

on

(.'miking

trunk

a

line, connecting
giving

;

tin* east, and

on

between the former

city and the great and most

product ive State of Texas

on

the west, the total dis
being -IT:* miles.

tance Irom Mobile to Houston

1 lie Company is composed of strong Northern
ipitalists, who have already expended nearly TEi*
MILLION IIOLLAIDiit tI t*ir own funds in

Sieve in I lie lU'iii.

Its extreme simplicity, being entirely devoid of
intricate mechanism, make it easily operated; its
lreedom from liability to get out ot order, it- complete arrangement for regulating and c ontrolling the
consumption of the fuel, in conjunction with its
admirable ami unequalled performance of all the
services of a Cooking Stove, combine to pronounce
it tin* long sought de sideratum of the age.
FOR SALE 11Y
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It is h< To Ved that no other railroad corporation in
the country has ever made so large an expenditure
from its own means b -lore ottering any ot its
securities to the public.
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Cutler,

repair and ei(Uipment of the 10s miles constituting the Texas division; leaving but 1-1!) miles
to in built

thorough

JOHN C. BEALS, Searsport, for Knox, Lincoln, and Waldo Counties.
All orders sent to him Promptly dlended to.
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COOKING STOVE! New Orleans, Mobile & Texas
<
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-oANNL Al. UKKT1NG OFTU 10 MKMBKItb
thc Ueuoge* Valley Railroad Corporation,
will be held at Union, on Wednesday, ‘ho second day
ol August next, at one o’clock, l\ M. lor the following pn/poses, vi/:
1st. For the choice ol Directors.
->1. i''or the transaction ol any other business
which May he brought before them.
By Order of the Directors.
K. SMITH, Jit., Secretary,
July IT,isTl.
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Sclis Earl, Ferguson. Koumlout; line Foss,
Ellsworth.
IT. Sell Empire, Ferguson, Ellsworth.
IS. Sell S. .1. (iilmore, McDonald, Ellsworth.
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NO MORE MONOPOLY!
Horses.
New Carriages and Harnesses, and
an entire new tit-out throughout.
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Eight Per Cent. Mortgage Bonds

PROBATE NOTICES.
To the Honorable Judge ot Probale lor tin County
of Waldo.
fTTHE I'NDKKSHiNEl> Ouardian ot Herbert S.
I Wilson and Mabel E. Wilson, minor hcii~ "f
Edmund Wilson, late ot E* lla-t, in mH*1 < oiimy, d*
ceased, respectfully represents that *aid minors aic
seized ami posse-sed ol certain real 'date it u i:« in
Rclfast, to wit: two undivided third parts u| the
homestead ot (lie said Edmund Wil-*ui. That an
anvantageous oiler ct twelve hundred dollars hal)een made by Miles S. Mapb s, ot Reltad,iu said
County, which Oder is for the interest ol all con
coined" immediately to accept, the proceed.- thereat
aid
to l»e put out on interest for the benelit ..1
minors.
Wm i:i.i <n:i-: your petiliom prays your honor to
late
gl int him a license to ■0*11 and coir, ey said ri .1
ol said minor-, (including the reversion ot Hie
widow‘s dowi
tin :• eon,to said Mi'e.- s. Staple loi
RE l R.EN SlRl.E'l
-aid sum.

|
S

I

Southern metropolis.
So important is this road considered t > Louisiana,
that the State has made very liberal grants in aid >1

llo icon, lo be puldi-liid three w. k- nee* ssively ill
the Republic m Journal, up
j ri’il* .1 at Rt Hast, ;
that they may appear at a l'-oiuiei ■ m:. to be held
it tin1 Probate Ollico In Reg's t i'
i, on the
u o'eloek in the
second Tuesday ol August text, at
toreuoon, and shew cause, if any the;, !• r. ■ why tin
same slum Id not be gt anted.
ASA Till.' RE' ‘I
Judge.
dud
lb gi ter.
A true Copy. Attest R. P. 1-Tki.

■

At a Probate Court held at Reltast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on tlie second Tuesday ol
July, A. 1). 1*71.
DARKER, widow ot Stephen .1. li nker,
late of Troy, in said County ot Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition tor an allowance lrom
the personal estate ol said deceased.
Ordered, That tin* said Sarah, give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy id t hi- or
dcr to be published three weeks -uecessiv* iy in 111«•
Republican Journal, jirinted at Rella.-t, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be hold at lielfast,
within and for said County,on the second Tie -day
ot August next, at. ten ol the clock n* tore n«»on,
and shew cause, it any they have, why tin- prayer
of sai.l petition should no| be grant* *1.
ASA Till KI.olTill, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest R. P. Mi i.: Register.

SARAH

At

a

ITob.ite (bun

t

held

at

Itellast, whhin

ar

the

t a L’robate (Join t held at Relta^t, within and lor
the County ot Waldo, on tin- second Tuesday cd
July A. l>. Usri.
S. I»(.>\V, former widow ol iu\i o.
ltowden, late ol Winterport, in said County ol
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition tor an
allowance lrom the person d estate ol said deceased.
Ordered, That the sail' Joanna give notice to
all persons inti-rested I»v <ti ing a copy ol the order
nee.
-ivelv in the
to be published three’ Weeks
at Itellast, that they
Republican Journal, printed
<
may appear at a Probate uni t to he held at Itellast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of August next, at ten ot the clock helore noon, and
shew cause, it any they have, why the prayer ot said
petition should not he granted.
ASA Till RI.Oi l,II, Judge.
A true copy. Attest, -it. L* Fiki.o, Register.

JUAiNJSA

$12,500 per

an 4«|Ual amount, both principal ami interest
guaranteed by the State oi Louisiana. The price

of the two classes is the same, and subscribers c.tn
take their choice.
I’he Konds ar only in the denomination of $1,000,

each, interest payable January and July, at
eight per cent, currency in New York, or
>.'it per cent, gold in Loudon, at the option ot tinholder at tlie time.each coupon >s due. Komis eun
he registered, if desired.
or

e

•(,(■

|_

Til

Belfast, July 15,1871.

pAUPER
A

1VOTME!

ALL PERSONS ARE HEREBY FORBIDDEN
of harboring or trusting George Bassick or his wife,
Rebecca Bassick, paupers of the town of Thorndike,
on the account ot said town, ns the town will not
pay any debts contracted for them, as the overseers
of the poor.of said town of Thorndike, have made
ample provisions lor their support.
ELI PU1LBRICK,
/ overseers of the Poor,
of Thorndike.
ELIPHALET PEASE. S

£
Farm for Sale
sill Ml
link's i.
'•

investors. The Komis are largely profitable, as
well as entirely safe. One thousand dollars invested
in these eight per cent, bonds will give the purchaser
mori than serenty-seren per cent, greater annual
interest than the same amount invested in the new
Government Five lVr Cents.
At the same price, an fs per cent, currency long
boml is far cheaper than a 7 per cent, gold one.
to

Calculating

a

return

to

specie payments In three

years, and taking the time that the bonds of the New
< Orleans, Mobile and Texas Uailroad have to run
15
years -we find that by compounding the inter* at ot

each, every six months, at 7 per cent, an * per
cent, currency lionil al 1)0 nill give a
■•••turn of > *.014.1** MOUE than a 1 per
cent. g-«>l«l boml. at ili«* Name price, or
nearly tltree timei the umounl of th<
original iineNtment.
These Komis are ottered lor the j res. nt
and accrued interest at s per cent, currency
July 1 to date of remittance.*’
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THE BEST MEBICIBE IN THE WJB 1.

.subscriptions will be received in Kellast, bv
A. H. .BRADBURY,
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Cashier Belfast National Bank.
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uiiv of the Company's ud>eriised ayents.
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BANKRUPTCY NOTICES
uisna.r C.ri;( .OK tub Ini- |N 1UsK1.,.in< v
ri*.I> m A IKS. District ol Me. i
In the matter of JAMF.S it Wll.l.IAM 1 RK.AT,

j

l’.aiikrupls.

ft Ml IS 1^ 1<> CIYK N< HICK that a Petition
1 been presented to the Court, this luth
July, A. 1». is;i, by William Treat ol

&>
O'

has
ol

day

Frankfort, j

liunkiupt, praying that he may be decreed to
have a full discharge from all his debts, provable j
under tie* ii.inkrupt Act, individually and as member
ol llo* lirm Treat & Company, ami upon reading j
-aid Petition, li is Okiikkko by the Court that a j
hearing tie had upon the same, on the lirst Monday ol |
September A. D. 1 >71, before the < ‘ourt in Portland, in
>aid District, at to o’clock, A. M., .«nd that notice
theroot be published in the Itangor Daily Whig and
Courier and Republican Journal, newspapers printed
in said District, once a week lor throe weeks, ami omain tin* Itangor Weekly Courier, and that, all creditors
who have proved their debts and other persons In
interest, may appear tit said time and place, ami show
cause, it any
have, whv the prayer of said Petition should not he grant' d.
\V M. P. PRFH1J*:,
:twl
Clerk ol District Court lor said District.

they

©

(’.uuposi'il of 1 >*K'k

It"
-ar-aparilla, lh>»k '>*«*»
W'inUTi'ivin, I *.vt> l«■ 11• 11, \\ i! (.'lii rrv, Tiion iifhwort, I’riilcly
\hIi, Poplar 1*.me. Ulm! irb 1
K*r Wt iikiu s'i, Lihs of Ai(r. J*
illrc. Hrailat lir, Sour Htomarli, l*il«>> "I
I..n_r r-tan.lin.--, Ilinmiis, an.I <t
/</<.
a t <"• 'i
/'
arisf (ram an nn/witthy
tch,
th,
l|1,l
/(■>,'
tin f /.'/.»>./, l'. >r \vbi«‘li \aluubh- Pool
II.!
awl th« hi., wliili;. .I' tin u
iv.at sen
,l'»
Mill' 11:r.r humanity, man .amu-t I'. I t.
tbl. *ful
I.- Him who win I, pi ovi.lo l u
will all thMU

TO ALL
If

a

PERSON 5,

BOTH SICK ANO WELL.
TiOiig Tiifc of Health an.l Hap pi] I****
these Hitters
,v
mill I!'.

is desired, lot
in th< Sj,riin/

ho taken, pa: icu
./*ihs‘oI' tho \eaf

especially i.v the following classes of peop

fin,I
•:

hiThe HI'.<11A A I<
.n tai
who, from his
donr labors, not having siiiUcirnt access ti the
hraoing and refreshing air out of doors, !>ec
w
aketn-d at the stomach, nervous, pale an l ai
hihis food not relishing nor properly digesunjf
should take those Hitters, and lively t. oMii “.l
hi
ih to get his system up, light and stroiigJB’
prime condition to go through the warn. W» **‘*v
he
in good shape, with his constant daily lah.tlB.
exhilarating and cleansing power'of tliflf I “k
Hoot. Dandelion, l'oplar, and Prickly Ash jl 1 P,
what will bring him up, and make him, p »’m*
'he
n
eallv speaking, onre more
mnii!
>111.1. OPKKAT1YK will find this Medii*1"'
the \cry tiling to cleanse the blood and strong '‘,|1
F
the system, an.l ?'<>•// miht (in>t. iihusmif to
The PALU A\l» ova: ItKAI TQ
l.AOl lias but to take this compound lively, ,k,*d
she will be speedily restored to health, bea O'
nml buoyancy. Tile llOA'KST FAlt30 I1*'
the
(LKllUMAA and
LAWYFItJ "l
MFA OF SF.IHATAUY HABITS* his
is your Medicine! After once using it. >•<■ 'll
never he without it.
It w ill improve you t#e ->
live per cent. The lYIAHIAFB will liuMt •'«
best medicine in the world for his use;
him, while at sea, hearty and rugged, and Cn.
of great endurance and exposure; and wflt
him re, it renovates his bloodrnnd restores Ml1 *'e'
pairs his system.
The Earnest Bottle, the Lowest P» •»?»
ami the most Effectual Remedy
in the World.
Diploma awarded by the Massachusetts Ctl1*'
table Mechanic Association.
.•
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Steamer

111K

Argo,

Finely adapted lor the above purpose—Can seat
comfortably -UK) persons. Awnings lore ami alt.
Can he hml every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
For terms ami
FRIDAY afternoons and evenings.
WELLM,
€4KO.
eiigag* incut apply to
How.
PliteuH

-jnil

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that she has been duly appointed

10 UNDERSIGNED having been appointed by
theJudge ot Probate, Commissioners to receive
and examine the claims by the several creditors of
of
said estate, will attend to that duty at the office
in
Wm. G. Crosby, in Belfast, on the iirst Monday
August, November and December next, at 10 o’clock
WM. G. CROSBY,
A.SI.
J OSE I’ll WILL IA M SON.

>—i
o
o

the rateol

rilHE

and taken upon hersclt the trust of Administratrix
of the estate of Gulliver O. Shepard, lute of Lincolnville, in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving
bond as the law directs; she therefore requests all
said deceased’s estate
persons who are indebted to
who have any
to make immediate payment, and those
demand* thereon, toexhibit. the same for settlement
10
LI* A It D.
.J
AN
S11
LYDIA
.‘iw'J
to her.

O
O

mile, ami

to

riMI F subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
X concerned, that she lias been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust ol Administratrix
oi the estate ol John 'luffs, late id ln-lla“, in the
County ol Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as
the law directs; she therefore requests all persons
estate to make
I who are indebted to said deceased's
immediate payment, and those who have any detor sett lenient
same
the
exhibit
to
mands thereon,
MARY S. TUFTS.
3w2
to her.
rilil F-subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
1
concerned, that she lms been duly appointed
and taken upon herself tin* trust ol Administratrix
ot the estate ol Thomas R. Clement, lute ol Montville,
in tire County of Waldo, deceased by giving bond as
the law directs; she therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same t-.r-.i tt lenient
MAK\ CFFMFN 1.
3W2
to her.

amount ot

SECOND MOB I'd ACE BONDS,

lor

.luly A. 1>. lttJ 1.
f Alon/.. F.
\ T'A1.YINA FFFKTIFR, widow
j>X Fletcher, late ot Korthport, in said County ol
an
Waldo, deceased, having presented a pi tbion 1
d.
allowance lrom tin- personal estate "t said dec.
Ordered, That the said M.dviua givi notice to ill
order
persons interested by causing a copy ot this
he
te» hi- published three weeks sin cessu ely in
Republican .lournal, printed at Itellast, tint; they
!i> Id ii ih 1to
bo
a
l’robate
at
Court,
may appear
last, within and lor said County, on the second
n oi the dock hi lore
Tuesday ol August next, at
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
prayer ot said petition should not ho granted.
ASAJ HCKI.OI (ill, Judge.
A true copy. Attest It. 1’. I*'ii-;i.i», Register.

a

FIRST Mt / IMdA(JE BONDS,
1 to

foregoing Petition, Ordered, ld. it Hie
nt eiv.-t d, by
petitioner gi\e nolie. to all p* r-hi

M

a

If*.—

dollars.

the

At a Probate Court held at Rellust, within and lor
the County ot Waldo, ou the seei nd Tuesday ot
July, A. 1). 1*71.
ARY j. HOLED. Administratrix ol the estate
of Philo .1, Could, laic ot Monroe, in said
County ol Waldo, deceased, having presented In
first, and lin.ii account ol Administration on said
estate.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give no; ice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
order, to be published three we* k- successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Rclfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held
at lielfast within and lor said
ounty, on the
second Tuesday ot August next, a! ten ot the clock
hi .ore noon, and shew cause, it any they have, why
the same should not he allowed.
ASA 1 111 KEOl lill, Judge.
A truecopv. Attest R. P. In;
Register.

Muos

the enterprise, by direct donations, by endorsement
it its bonds, and by subscriptions to the stock of
the Company, amounting in all to over eight million

At a Court. Ol Probate, In-Id at Rell.ist within and
tor the County of Wald**, «>n the .Second 1 uesday
ot July, A. I). 1>71.

rpon

upon the Louisiana division ol'220 2-3 miles lrom
New Orleans to the Sabine River. This will probably l)i* tin most valuable portion of the whole line,
as it
will be the only rail communication by which
the enormous productions of Texas can reach the

>

gain.

griping pains or

Tiie Storm out West. The most destructive storm ever seen in Huron county, Ohio, visited the vicinity ot Cincinnati
on

tiie Courts.
To select a County Committee for the year Commencing Jan. 1, 1872, and to transact such other
business us may in* deemed expedient.
%
Every Town ami Plantation will be entitled to one
delegate and an additional delegate for every 60 votes
cast for tin* Democratic candidate lor Governor, at
the State Election of 1870, and a fraction of 20 votes
will be entitled to an additional delegate.
Upon the above basis, the several towns and plantations will be entitled to delegates, as follows:
Aina, 2; Boothbay, 1; Bremen, 2; Bristol, 4; Damarisentta, •'!, Dresden, U ; Edgecouib, 2 Jefferson, 4 ;
New Castle, U; Nobleboro, 4; Somerville, 2; Southport, l; Waldoboro, i:j; Westport, 1; Whitetield, 4;
\V isoasset, 0; Monhegan, 1.
E. W. Farley,
Samuel E. Smith,
Arnold Blanky.
Henry Fakrinoto.v,
Klhridoe S. Weeks,
Dem. Co. Com.
July 17, 1871.

JOSEPH 11. SniEXdi
TREATMENT.

11

ti

•

Beans,
Marrowfat

BATS,

iw\yi».

HALL,
MiSS SAWYER'S 3ALV
’71.
Thursday Evening, July 27,
HAYFORD

Weekly for the Journal.
Bklkast, Wednesday, July, l'J 1871.
into
11
Flour,
gS.OQtoll.OO Round llog,
Corn Meal,
'JOtoO.OO ClearS’tPork$l8.to 20
7
1.50to0.00 Mutton per lb. ('-to
Rye Meal,
12
1.10 to 1.15 Lamb per lb. I" to
Rye,
25
00. too.On Turkey per lb. 20 to
Corn,
05 to
20
75 Chieken per lb.is to
Barley,

—

e

oi iiiiext.

prices

Corrected

Ska
Blanc

ed while the trouble remains. The suffering
from piles is of a very aggravating description.
You cannot walk with any comfort; you cannot ride in peace; you cannot sit with case,
and the Milfcring when attending to nature, is
almost unbearable, and causes such a feeling of
dread, that it is put off at great saetilice to
health and comtort, in many cases increases the
difficulty to an alarming extent. Use l>r.
Briggs' Pile Bcmedies according to directions
to cure internal, external, itching or bleeding
are mild and reliable ami warrantpiles.
I'iit* llr.dgton News gives an aeeonnt of ed as They
represented. Sold by Bichard II. Moody,
the robbing of the town
treasury two or S. A. Howes & Co. Belfast. L. Curtis Jr., Scars
three times recently, of small sums of port, Huberts a Hichborn. Stockton. Mudgett i
c«we\\s visi 1 ixti the it.\t; sine.
1
A watch was kept last Sunday A Libby. Prospect. J. \\ S«;.\cv, Frankfort,
money.
and all druggists generally.
Ill
iMi Monday of this week a number of Curthe thief was delected in llie
person of a
tail- of the third and fifth rank came aboard the
Cohns, Bnnoxs, Bad Nails, calosiiiks,
man belonging to one of the first
Colorado, when? they were received hy Gov- “young
A*—)l is
astonishing fact, that nine out of
families, of ample means, and enjoying ‘■very ten an
ernor Louis’interpreters ami shown about the
persons we meet arc -orcly troubled
Colorado, and ili-tinctly told that we meant to largely the confidence of the community, ! with thdr feet. Vorv few are exempt. Dr. J.
semi a surveying party up the river ami that ! which
possibly, may have been somewhat, Briggs' remedies—Curative and alleviator—
our mission was peaceful, and that we should
shaken of late by his apparent reckless are reliable and certain in their effects. The
not attack or molest them in any way unless
of money at (lie livery stables, Curative for sore and tender corns, bunions,
expenditure
iIn'v lirst assaulted us. They expressed them- !
lb- acknowledge having visiteil tile bad nails, Arc., is a soothing halm to wounded
selves non-committal, ami wa ve glad to know i etc.
feet, ami rapidly cures the worst cases. The
box four times, once taking $70.GO and
that our mission wa- peaceful, ami appeared
Alleviator, for the cure of common corns ami
to he satisfied.
another time $0.00.
Twice lie took noth- bunions and the prevention of all corns, is a
hie ST A UT.
ing. The News says alter a careful con- puzzle to scientific minds. Hold by druggists.
til
Gn Thursday the Monoeaev and Palos, with
sideration of the case in all its bearings
four steam launches, two from the Colorado
the town officers voted to prosecute the
j and olliers from the
Alaska and Benicia, left offender to
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
the lull extent of the law, but
the morning to go up ami
j about hall-past ten inMaud
that the officer whose duty it was supposat the mouth of the
pass Kaughoacen
Monday, .July in, lsri.
ed to be to sign the warrant refused to do
Falec. The survey party from the Mono111. I' I'EK We quote line New \ ork and Vermont
[ <river
aey, under Captain McCrea, numbered 170,
so, being on friendly terms with the fami- butter at 27c per lb, with selections at 2Na2‘»e; good
do 20i24c; tine Western at 22a2lc; common and inI ami that from the Palos, under Commodore ly o! the accused and
preferring to make terior
do at 14:i 17c; interior and bikers' butter sells
Itockwell, numbered Tin. The launches were
good tlie loss to the town rather than to H 12a13c.
manned by II men each. Captain Homer C.
Cll
KESE—We
be
instrumental in causing the offender to
quote lino factory at ll:il2c per ib;
Blake was on the Palos. Aeeompying the exline dairy at lOall l-2c; common to good at tialuc;
pedilion were Mr.*!'awJo, private secretary of be punished. No warrant, therefore, was inferior laoc.
Minister Low. on the Palo-: B. J. MeCaslin issued, and the
EtPiS—There Is no change to note in tin* market
young man was allowed
ami Fihvard 11. Julsnurg. Paymaster SpauUl- to
and we quote Eastern eggs at l‘»a2Uc; Northern lSuldo
go on his way rejoicing.
per doz.
ing ot the Palo- was with Lieutenant Totten,
BEANS—Choice lots ol Eastern pea beans would
ami
aptain B. G-well and Mr. Slassen of the
bring $2 37 per bush Western $:( ;;7a:5 On; mediums
The
; < oloratlo, were with Lieutenant Marsh.
received, stale that the Mont $2 37a2 .,0 tor choice and HI S7n2 for common. CanDispatches
boat
were
armed
with
cutlasses,
parlies
pistols Denis tunnel has
j
press HI 2;»al to tor common, and HI boat 7,'> tor
1 and
proved a partial failure. ada
Bemiiigton ilies. The Benicia launch earscreened.
[ rietl a twenty-tour pounder in the how and the A large portion of the roof lias fallen in,
others twelve pounders, they all having a good and many of the workmen have been
1
supply of shell. canister ami shrapnel. Avail- buried in the mass of earth and rocks
BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
ing themselves of the Hood title, the launches
which now obstruct the progress of the
went ahead up the Tonghora Liver, sounding
fl-'or the week ending Wednesday, July U ]
a- they
At market lor the current week—Cattle dubl ; Sheep
proceeded. tht> Palos and Monoeuey fol- work, which was very rapidly approachlowing :it convenient distauei s. 'i’lie boats, ing completion. Seven corpses have been and Lambs mini Swine 7o5; bps veals. Last week:
which were unmolested for some time, prose- recovered, hut it is known that a number Cattle Isal; Sheep and Lambs <>717; Swine iib5U; veals
150.
cuted their work regularly on the river which
remain among the debris.
Friees ol Keel Cattle, per 100 lbs, the total
is here ijuite a mile with*.
weight
The day wa- bright, yet
of hides, tallow and dressed Keef- Kxtra .piality
and pleasant, and all wa nt well until they ap$7u7:t-b; lirst quality 0 50aC75; second quality
5 50a(»iio; third quality $l5a5o.
proached a narrow portion of the river about
and
Ingenious
thrifty Chicago gautins
Hides and Tallow—Brighton Hides 7abc; Brigh| ten miles from 1 lit* Colorado.
make money by imitating the warble ol ton
Tallow 5at» 1-iic; Call Skins ICal.-c ; Sheep Skins
EKEPAKATIONS ID DISlM’tr. THE ADVANCE.
tin! eat under the windows of nervous per skin $1; Ljtnibs Skins same.
Oxen—Not much call lor workers and a
Here a great 1 urn-out of white-coated t'orpeople, ami selling the boots and boot- lewWorking
pair each week is all the market requires. We
eans \v:i* noticed on a hluil' of the west liank,
jacks that are thrown at them.
I quote extra, $^58255; ordinary, $Moa^oo.
with li e*- living and presenting quite a marMilch Cows -Kxtra $7.r»uloo; ordinary, $iiou70.
tial array.
A nearer view indicated their
Store cows, $40a00 per head, there is a small supnumhei to he about ‘J000 men, clothed in the
ply iu the market and most ot them ordinary grade,
Probate Court.
there are but a tew of the fancy brood ol cows ottereo'tumc of the country, which is a while coat,
not unlike the present
Kuropcan overcoat, As.\ Tui'Ki.nrtiii, Judge. It. 1*. Field, Register. ed in market lor sale.
Store Cattle—Nearly all the small cattle that are
white pajamos tied at the ankle, with white
in a fair conditian are brought up to slaughter. Not
socks, and light summer shoes such as are Worn
The following business was transacted at the July much
doing in store cattle now and wit! not be until
the
Chinese.
There
two
are
red
stone
forts
by
Term ot said Court
the lull.
visible, oite on each liank, apparently armed
Sheep and Lambs—Kxtra and selected lots, $4 jua
Administration on tub Estates or Thomas
with upward of C.b eightneii-pomnlers, guard<-*5o; ordinary, $l50a:U>0; or from 5 l-2a7c per lb.
5Ua0 5u per head, from *.* to toe per In.
ing a narrow passage or bend ot the river. The It. Clement, late ot Montville, Mary Clement, Ad- Lambs
ministratrix; Henry Averill, late ot Frankfort,
Swim—Store pigs, wholesale, tia7 c, retail, ‘.aloe
one
it the right bank was smaller of the two.
and was not noticed at all during the engageNathaniel Averill, Administrator; John Tufts, late per pound. Fat Hogs 5a5 l-ife.
Foullry—Kxtra, hi l-'.’aL'c; medium, 15 l-.’abi l-i*c;
ment, except by a shell or two sent to find if of Belfast, Mary S. Tufts, Administratrix; Marcian
poor, 11 pj-aloe per lb,
anybody was stirring the-oin: but Hie main \V. McManus, late ot Unity. E. K. Boyle, AdminisDrovers (rum Maine—A. Fletcher, 10 cattle, the
fort, built upon the bank and rising nearly loo
ter; Culliver C. Shepard, late of Eincolnville, Lydia only one.
feet from the water's edge was evidently the
Jam Shepard, Administratrix; Samuel 11. Woodstand point of tin* t’’oreans. and from which
’hey expected to intimidate or drive away in bury, late of Waldo, Samuel Kingsbury, Executor,
SPECIAL NOTICES.
(iArrians Aitointer
dismay the foreigners. The launches kept
William H. Lowell
-tcadiiv at their business, without heeding tin* over Hr.ice W.
Merriam, minor child oi William
sped ie|e presented on the bank. The Itenicia’s Merriam, late ol
Morrill; Rachel 1>. Sawyer over i
aimeh in the meanwhile dropped astern, owing
itoQiitiT a
minor heiis ol John H. Sawyer, late ol Montville;
to her lead line fouling her screw, so that when
John F. (irant over Melborn Barker, minor heir
the surveying party came opposite the fort 'lit*
BASE BALLS &
was nearly two miles oil'.
of .Jacob Barker, late ol Monroe; David B. Carr
Mr. Covvle look a
good observation ot the ('oreans, and counted over minor heirs of Christopher Reynolds, late ol FANCY GOODS AND NOTIONS,
mure than ."*•» guns in* portion, and noticed
Burnham; N. B. Monroe over Emma C. H ram hall,
countless numbers of gingalls carried by two
PI KEW <>KKK
minor heir ot Hannah E. Bramhall, late ot Belfast;
men ea< h.
These last with the bannered*men,
:it wholesale.
helped to swell the array, which was formed William Keating Jr. over William Keating, of
upon the side and top "I the hill, behind a stone
Scarsmont, a non compos.
HYDE & CO.,
CUTTER,
wall.
Inventories Filed on tuic Estates
m
< II
ALuACl STItKKT.liOVl'ii.N.
.TlillN|p
late ol Lincolnville, Hilbert 11. llogan, late ol .JackThe turning-point of the river was now almost readied, and when at. the distance of son; Rufus Hilmore, late of Monroe; Nathaniel
about I'iO yards from ti
shore a stream of lire
Fernald, late of Lincolnville; Asa T.ipley, late of
Till. ni.VKKSSKl.NS IlF w
was poured from the large fort, followed in a
Winterport; Alonzo L. Fletcher, late ot Northport.
few moments b\ a discharge of gnus from tinA< i'hunts ALLOWED on ESTATES oi —Jonathan
tort on the right bank.
BLIsll LI) as a warning and for the bemlit «»f
Treat, late ot Frankfort; William Berry, late oi
youny men ami others, who sutler from Nervous
Till'. SHOTS RKTI’RXKD—A ql'O K
YKTORY
Stockton; Stephen Colson, late ot Winterport; Debility, &cM supplying 1 he m i.a.'.s oh ski.e-pi i;h,
Written by one who cured himself, and -ent tretThe launches at once turned their bows on Arnasa B. Clark, late of Trov; minor heirs of
on receiving a post-paid directed envelope.
the main fort, and their guns quickly replied,
Lincoln B. Nichols, late ol S ears port; minor heirs
Nathaniel Mavi aiu, Brooklyn, N. V.
Address,
while tic Palos and Monoeaey, coming up on of James O.
Bill Lisp
Beau, late ol Belfast; minor heirs of
a live knot tide, rattled away over the heads of
ol
Beltiah
late
PlumE.
Scarsmont; Mary
Fernald,
the llotilla with their eight-inch rilled guns.
I
Dit.
It. Ct.abivp.’s Veoetap.i.i: Siiekky Wine
Lieutenant-Commander Rockwell, with the iner minor heir of Jeremiah Blutnmer, late of Free- Bitikks are a certain cure for female sickness, by
Palos, made splendid practice with the bow dom; Henry Whitney minor heir of llenry Whitney, taking a wine-glass half lull before ge ttiug out of bed
Delicate Ladies, will timl it of
late ol Waldo; Susan C. Scribner minor heir o1 in the morning.
guns, while Captain Me< Tea, who followed in
the Monoeaey. gave the enemy the full benefit
great service by using it throe or lour times a day.
Orren S. Scribner, late of Belfast; Frank W. Emer.Sold by all dealers in medicines.
p
of his broadside battery at close quarter?—so
son minor heir of Calvin Emerson, late of Belfast;
close that the vessel grazed some hidden rocks,
.which formed a reef above the bend in the riv- Ileurv McCrillis, late of Montville.
Consumption,
Will Prorated or—Samuel 11. Woodbury, late
er.
Notwithstanding this accident, which disITS
AND
ITS
<ritE
i'lil.H'.NTIVE,
placed an iron plate and caused a leak, the of W-.hlo.
Monoeaey kept up a steady and well-directed
Li* ense to Sell Rtai. Estates on Estate
M. D.
H.
J.
SCHENCK,
By
lire until the forts were silenced.
During tin* or—James White, late of Belfast; minor heirs of
action there was little or no breeze and the
ot Monroe; minor heirs of
late
Charles
I.
Malison,
thick smoke from the shore* and river almost
Many a human being has passed away, f**r whose death
there was no other reason than the neglect ot known
hid tin* combatants. At intervals, however, Samuel L. Hastings, late of Hope.
and indisputably proved means of cure. Titos*- nearund
there was noticed red sand with mortar from
Warrant ot Insolvency Issi kd on Estate
dear to family and friends are sleeping the dreamless
the walls flying off in clouds ns the shells burst
or--James White, late of Belfast.
lumber into which, hud they calmly adopted
in the works, and in ten minutes from the

■

e

The newspapers are still brimming over
with all manner ot descriptions, details
and comments of the recent riot. Some
of the incidents were of a most mournful
character. A young man named Charles
II. Pettit was shot and killed while returning from a visit to his affianced. She
was informed of the sail occurrence a few
minutes later, and the shock was so sudden and awful that she immediately sank
insensible, and recovered only to be a
raving maniac. There is scarcely any
hope ot her restoration to sanity. They
were to have been married in two weeks,
and the mother of the unfortunate men
had already startl'd from her home in the
W est to attend the
ceremony. A young
girl, on entering the Morgue, at once
recognized the body of her brother,
and with a shriek fell
swooning into the
anns% ot an officer. When she came to
consciousness, her cries were most pitiable.
A
young woman, leading by the hand a
little boy and girl, entered the
Morgue
and searched tor the
body of her husband
At cist it was found, and the children
recognized the features and tried to elicit
replies from their dead “papa
The incident moved to tears all who witnessed
and
it,
when tin* woman explained that
she had not enough money to
pay her car
a
dozen
hire,
hands went into as many
and
pockets,
good-sized purse was instantly made up for her.

11 K M OVA A !

Ivlrs.

TAT.

AA.

Snow,

ANNOUNCES TO 1IER MANY KIND FRIENDS
afi.l patrons that she has removed from her former
|dace of business, (High St.,) and taken rooms over
JOHN S. CALDWELL’S Rook Store, where she
will be happy to receive the calls and attend personally to the wants of all desiring

FASHIONABLE DRESS-MAKING.

1

itj§>

I’KEl’AUEl) ltV

Unit

L.
^

CARD.

-OTHANK YOU CITIZENS OF BELFAST,
ami those who have favored me with their patI have been
ronage. for the past twenty-one years
with you, and bid you good bv.
has
been
who
associated
LOMBARD,
UK. <1. i\
with me for
as partner in tlie practice of Dentistry
the past year, will occupy the same office.
1 cheerfully recommend the Doctor to your fullest
confidence as a man who is thorough in his profesCALVIN MOORE.
H|UU|
Ur. Lombard has the Couuty right for ■'olnoiit'e
Packing Hlilge ami diraight’a Flexible
improvements lor Artificial Plates. 2nV>'-

I

O li

em

M.
ist

ROBBINS
a 11

cl

Dr 11 ^ |

ROCKLAND, ME.
Solo Proprietor of Hr. E. R. Clarke's
F
tul>le Sherry Wine Bitters.
manufactured in Sharon, Mass.
CAFTIOIV EXTRA.—Owing to Hi
popularity and sale of these Bitters, worth!

may come up in th<* market, but
value your life and health, be sin-- and get
nine Sherry Wine Bitters. See that the l*ui
Dr. Clarke and my/uc-simi! signatures a
the label of each bottle. No other is genui
tations

SOLD BY

DEALERS IN MEDICINE

II

On

the

Shore.

Mr. Snivel}-, in Appletons’ Journal describes the methods of extracting the perfumes from llotvers, by distillation, maceration, and what the French call effneurmjL, this being tin; absorbtion of perfumes by oil, lard or suet, upon which

land

AI "'in me in mv leafy plaee
1 he branches blew before my fuee.
A" straining out to wab-h with mo
rite ship far oil upon the sea.

correct

tertained about the “wonderful” results
of modern chemistry in the artificial production of odors. A recent writer on this
subject states that, “to produce perfumes,
neither gums nor (lowers, earthly deposits
nor
animal secretions, are necessary.
Scents ot roses, aromas of jonquils, perfumes of vanilla, and odors ot violets,
acacias, and jasmines, are now obtained
from substances associated only with disgusting smells.” This wholesale state-

'•hail hang o'er all the wavward track,
I he going and the coming hack.
And ii" |■ 1:i<■ < more brightly burn
To tell me of a safe return.

\gain 1 watched the low sky swim
\nd darken to tin1 ocean rim;
far on the edge a cloudy line
l.-iy right across my elioscn sign.
underneath the hea\ y pall
\ star shot out—1 saw it fall—
And, moaning up the lone hill-side.
There aim- a <ad wind from the tide.

immense deal of qualification, to reconcile it to the facts of the ease.
It is true that a few of the coarser essential oils have been closely imitated by artificial compounds; but only one lias
been made practically available, namely,
nitre-benzole, the “artificial essential oil
ot' almonds,■” formed by the action of nitric acid on benzole or naptha, and it is
merely a near approach to the true almond odor. Flavors have been more successfully counterfeited : but the best imitations are in general easily distinguishable from the genuine by even an
Unskilled taster,
(treat ingenuity has
been exercised to form a substitute for
the costly vanilla-beau, whose llavor
lias so mnay lovers; but still fails to do
more than suggest admixtures of similar
llavors already provided by Nature.
Chemistry does wonders; but the
products ot the secret workings ot vital
force in the organic world are so tar inimitable, and probably ever will be. The
author, quoted above, also revives the
"cow-house story,” which had its origin.
years ago. in the fact that benzoic acid, a
substance occasionally' used by perfumers,
could lie obtained from the drainage of stables. Those who make this statement, ignore the fact when benzoic acid is employed as a perfume,it is true substance sublimed from gum benzoin, containing a portion
of volatile oil, and not the artificially obtained articles.
It is not pleasant to
imagine our < an tics milk-fit us to have
lbr its essential ingredients some mysterious substances procured from stable-drainings, and it is gratyfying to be able to
state that this mixture, as usually compounded, is entirely tree from such a suspicion, as it contains no benzoic acid
whatever.
Heal violets, growing on tin* sunny
slopes of Nice, distilled in their azure
hearts the subtile essence that delights
your senses. Groves ot orange-trees bring
forth countless snowy blossoms, whose
fragrant breaths refresh you in your »an
dt Cologne
Broad acres teeming with
unnumbered thousands of royal rose-trees
wen* tilled to produce the fragrant attar,
which has made a journey half-way round
the world to add its treasures to your
store m| sweets.
The
*•-timid jasmine-biub, that keep
to
Their odors
themsel\«-s all day :
Hilt, when the sunlight dies u\va\.
Let their delicious seeret out

.»in

ment needs

flu bom bs fell back into the night,
\" stricken with a sudden fright:
l turned with them and bowed my face—
l knew what evil thing had

place’:

I hid mv e\ i". I held m\ breath
before the mes-enger o* I>eath;
Nor w atch nor cry "imuld evermore
bring hack my sunken ship to "Imre.
many stars within the sky.
And none to tell my hope more
^<» many sails upon the sea,
And never one to come to me 1
..

Never

nigh'

Again.

again to meet thi- -ide of Ifeawn,
iii- warm breath on my cheek;
ami wait at tall of even
To ,aitcli tin* -oinid of In's swift-eomliig-levt;
r

■

•N1

N‘

<

\t

ver to in |
i* ti» w at.-h
r to

see

hi- sunny -mile beam o’er

me,

ing the darkening louds from out
sky ;
N' 'ei* again to look with hope before me,
\ ad gather com age from hiloving ey e.
<

a

V

i'hai
N<

feel ar till ill hours of sOllOW
I may Jean with trust on hi-

mv

to

a

-trong

arm,
in the

long night to comfort borrow
Hu* loud thought “He'll shelter me
harm."
\ia
hi- love hath gone from me forever.
Hi- feet ha\e learned in other paths to tread—
that I thought no power on earth could
m

from

I rum

“••ver.

Now lie-

a-

old and silent

a-

the

dead.

dmv l.e r. for in the hounds of Heath's dark
| lortal
No -oul-hail p ibut life shall liml again.
! "i a dead l.*ve w e have no hope immortal
I
-'*othe tin spirit's long and weary pain.
'■ 'ei to meet
again! oh. thought of anguish,
1
ran my burning eyes their tears restrain !
Ihi"i!.li life's long years to weary pine, and
I

languish
'‘lie tbnd look in those ileal’ eyes in vain!

a

The

Bashful

Lover.

Ah. well! dolus came to-night, and stood
i- a- lull an hour beside the bar- :
Oei We two watched, between the tre -,
I ie -ilium,
of the moon and -tars,
dm acted mtv strange, 1 think—
1 " i-h to know the reason why ;
I really 1 bought he meant to -ay
■

Something to-night besides good-bye.

•■"Ini’-- 011111^ hero quite often now :
I’m sure I don't know why lie should—
Mflmiigh my sister Jane savs
I *s talked about the neighborhood
Thai li<‘ i' making love to me—
Tie strangest thing I ever heard;
T.'I i! it's tnie. how queer it is,
I hat J dill lei' never >aid a word.
<

I

agreeable to some, are acceptable to mam
when properly presented, and scarcely
give ground for such allusions as we have

aiinot be that I'm to Maim—
I'm sure I've lielped him all 1 could.
he always met him at the bars.

Ami then how

any

woman

quick

INSIDE LINE TO

STAPLE

H.

HENDERSON S

Mt. Desert & Machias.
-o-

TWO

FAMILY3LIQU0R CASES,
of

containing One Bottle
OLD PALE BRANDY HOLLAND GIN.
OLD RYE WHISKY
OLD PALESHERRY.
FINE OLD PORT
OLD BOURBON.
rurcanuoi me

very isest tjnaiity.
PRICE SEYEI 1UOLLARN.
Scut hv Express (', O. D., or Post-ollice order.
II. 11ENDEKSON, 15,Broad-St., Ncw York.

CHEAP FARMS, FREE 1RAVEL.

LEWISTON,

The Thief’s

PIRI

Capt CIJASt DEERING,
Will leave Hailroad Wharf, Portland,
every
Tuesday and Friday Evenings, at 10 o’clock, or on
arrival of Express Train from Poston,
(commencing
liUli inst.,) for Rockland, Castinc, Deer Isle.
Sedgwick, So. West Harbor, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge,
Jonesport and Machiasport.
will
leave Machiasport every Monday
Returning
and Thursday mornings at r> o’clock,
(commencing
15th inst.,) touching at the above named landings.
The Lewiston will touch at Bar Harbor,
(Mt.
Desert,) each trip lrom June JOth to September ifttli
in addition to her usual landingat So. West Harbor.
For further particulars inquire of BOSS & STL'DIVANT, 179 Commercial Street,Or CYRUS STUDIVANT, General Agent.
Portland, May, 1871.
tl;i4

Company.

SANFORI

FOR

-o--

THREE

WEEK.

-Uv

1

Capt. J. P. Johnson,

K

STEAMER

ATAHDIN,
Capt. H. S. RICH,

Will leave Belfast lor Boston, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY, at J o’clock, P. M.
RF 1 U KN1NG Will leave Boston every Ml)ND A Y
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY, at f. o’clock, I*. M.

GOODS

Fares and Freight Reduced!
CiKO. «. W ELLN, Ageni.
Belfast, April 14, 1871*
tf24

I'AltFS
INSIDE

K FI >1 J( ’FI

LINE.

3

TRIPS

STKAMBOAT AND

1871.

SUMMER

PER

!

)

WEEK.

[[All.itOAD.

ARRANGEMENT.

1871.

THE STEAMER

iCity of Richmond

rilHE Fltl'IK CORPOHITION
JL MTOX K.—For house trouts, docks, piers, culwalls, lountains aud all building purposes;
harder, more durable, and leu per cent, cheaper than
natural stone. For supply of same, or right of maim
fu ture, tor counties or States, apply to C1IAS. W.
DARLING, Secretary, N. Y., l'rear Stone Co., 1
Broadway, N. Y.
\eri-.

-*—**—-

Simonton Bro. & Co.

Capt. DENNISON,
Leaves Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday mornings at 0 o’clock, touching at all the
usual landings on the river and bay, arriving at. Port-

land in season to connect with the 0 o’clock Steamboat Express Train, arriving at Boston at 10 o’clock,

evening.
Will leave RAILROAD WIIARE,
Returning
Portland, same evenings, at 10 o’clock, or on the
arrival ot Steamboat Express Train from Boston,
touching as above, arriving at Bangor at about 1"
same

4|»|»1*‘ Parer. Corer, ami Nlirer. Price
«(»•*. Does all at once. Warranted satisfactory.
I). It. WlllTTEMORE, Worcester, Mass.

—

Having relinquished their

iTi:iT T4 1ILET gradually darkens Ilair.
No poison. Mailed lor t»0 cts., or send stamp
for circular. E. 1’. < i.auk, Hex i»7, Boston, Mass.

1)

interest

o’clock next morning.
Connections can be made in Portland with all
Railroad and Steamboat Lines,
Doing East, sure connections cun be made at Bellast with the Belfast & Moosehead R. R., and European & North American Railway at Bangor.

to

1 Ylt.ni lPn AM NdioleraMvrupCureg
1 f Dysentery, Diarrhoea ami Summer Complaints
ol Chiidi.n.
Price ;V) cts. (JEO. MOORE, Prop’r,
Great Falls, -N. 11, Sold by all druggists,

FREIGHT TAKEN AT REDUCED RATES.

!

TO CONSUMPTIVES

FARE.
Railroad

Belfast

to Portland $LU0. To Boston by
By Steamer from Portland,

Meals Served

on

llie

European

ROSS & STL'DIYANT, Agents,
Street, Portland.
June 1, L*C1.

u-eof

Plan.

i:o

Commercial

WINCHESTER'S

HYP OPHO S PH ITE S
or

i.\ i:i:y

|

1

STEAMSHIP

who has conducted the store

ALI,I AN O E,

LIME AND SODA,

(kiiisiii!i|)ti<>ii

since

cask oi

can

l>c Omvd.

this

MPTII E*! I.VV4LI DN ! do
not tail to give this eel. brat* d Remedy an immediate
trial. You will be charmed and surprised at its
prompt and benetieiul otl'ects. Price One Dollar per i
bottle, bold by all druggists.

its

establishment

city, beg

their

leave to bid

patrons

Cnpt. T. K. SIIUTK,

in

farewell.

Will resume her regular trips, having Boston
ever} Thursday at J o’clock, I*. M., for TENANT’S
11A It BO It, LINCOLN VIE LE, BEL EAST, connecting with the Belfast, and Mooseheud Lake Railroad,
SANDY POINT. BIJCKSPORT, WINTERPORT,
and BANGOR.
Returning Will leave Bangor Monday at s o’clock
A. M., touching as above.
The ALLIANCE is in line sea-going order,having
new Boiler, Shalt, Ste., and being thoroughly re-

paired throughout.
MS

Expedient.

A

J

GREETING:

Having

1C A ST ICR N

Steamboat Lino !
THE STEAMER

responsi-

j
reeeiving*his |

Belfast,

opportunity

gratitude

pat-

BISHOP SOULE'S LINIMENT.

public

A RGf

s

Agents

Large
Profits

|

1

A MILLION DOLLARS.

Proprie-

O,

Ciipt. Ci. !•'. K ISSAN,
WILL CtfflAiENCE RUNNING FROM

ELLSWORTH

TO

BELFAST,

On Monday, June 26, 1871,
Leaving LI Is worth at 0 o’clock A. M.,on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays, touching at Mt. Divert,
Brookline, Sedgwick, Deer Island and (Jastinc, arriving in Belfast in season to connect with Sanfords’
Independent Line for Boston; also connecting with
the Maine Central Railroad for Burnham, Kendall’s
Mills, Waterville, Augusta, Portland and Boston.
Returning -Will leave Belfast for Ellsworth on
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday mornings on arrival of Steamers Cambridge and Kutahdiu, touching at the above named landing'.

Fare from Ellsworth to Boston, by Sanfords’ Line, $4.00. From Ellsworth to Bel-

fast, $2.25.
FKKKillT 1AKFN AT FAIK KATF.S.
♦jr-Thc Steamer AllCiO.is a good, substantial,
side-wheel Boat of 250 tons burthen, with good accommodations lor passengers, and in lirst-rate o: dt-r.
W. (>. Mi DONALD, Agent at Ellsworth,
GEO. G. WELLS, Agent at Belfast.
51

surrounding

! Head This!

LEWIS, Agent.

<

.%

t 'i’ a

large

always

NO

FARMER IS TOO

NO MECHANIC IS TOO POOR
buy an Earth Closet, which is a substitute for
the water-closet or common privy, and piuci-s within reach of all, rich and poor, in town and in the
country, a simple means for providing, in the house,
a comlortable private
closet, afl'ording comfort,
neatness and health.
Prices
to $.i5. fiend for
Circulars to

buy-

ing

Kartli Closet

RAd,^

C»iii|ianv.
Ill

consequently
weget
cheapby buying
largequanSpring

|>.C

DO ANUS

Handkerchiefs,

S'l'.,

chasing

piaHKHDIEH!
NETTING,

>

No, 4. Bulfmch Street, Boston.
<Oi»|»omIi«* IKeierc IIoiimm
I»k. W. II. l‘ARKKR, A>si taut 1*1,
Mt 11("• 'nl IsniurU dye for everybody.
%

Hook

SU1 I.N< I Ilf
A
Medical

1111.

Maine Central It. It.
tuHATOESiem,

ie»i.

On and alter JUNE 5th, next,
passenger trains
will leave Belfast lor Boston and Portland, at 8.30
A. M.—at 7 1*. M., connecting at Burnham with
night Express with Pullman f»l««iiiuir C ar
attached, for Portland and Boston.
Freight Train leaves at 0 A. M„ connecting at
liuruham at 8.110 A. Al., with mixed train lor Bangor
and Dexter.
Trains are due at Belfast—At 7.10 A. M. Night
Kxpress lrom Boston, (this train will arrive every
morning except Mondays). At 0.45 P. M. Mail
Train lrom Portland and Boston. Freight Train, at
5 I ^1•
Through Tickets will be sold to Boston and baggage checked through, and to all Stations on any of
the lines managed by this company.

EDWIN NOYES. Sup’t.
L, L. LINCOLN, Ass’t Sup’t.

May 27, 1871.

t!47

Hook

Burkett',

HAYFORD BLOCK,

will continue to manufacture and
sell the AMERICAN CANKER AND SCROFULA

SYRUP.

Take notice all orders for Medicine, address DR.
NELSON THOMAS, Box 187.

Price, $1.00

per Bottle. Six Bottles
for $4.00.
All orders promptly attended to, when the money
is sent in advance. Agents, William O. Poor & Son,
Beltast; S. A. Howes & Co., Belfast; Crosby & Co.,
Depot,) Belfast; Levi M. Robbins, Rock(Opposite
land; Geo. J. Robinson, Thomaston,; W. L. Alden,
and B. T. Bradbury, Bangor; Geo. Parch er, and S. G.
.Hm47
Wiggins Ellsworth.
& STEPHEN

THACHER,

pETER
Counsellors & Attorney at Law.
14 PEMBERTON
2ml

If

for «•»«•■*.«

Himdreds oT Thousand
iittiir

French cloth
4
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Flattered by the reception ot, and gn at demand
lor, tie above valuable and timely treatise, and also
to meet a gr* at need ot tie* present age, the author
has just published
new I, »•.k, t1 eating exclusively
ot NKK'ol S AM* MI.N1AI. I»l.s HAS IS.
l.Vo
1
,0, receipt
d
g 1.0" or
pp. Clot 11. 1*1
•t •! for the otle*r two |,o,,J. -. postage paid.
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ar<- b,*y mil all comparison, lie- in,
xtra
piit.li 1,*-,..
ordinary works on Physiology ,-v,
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ooi liiuj^ wluti *-\
'1 here
1!1 1 lu- M v 1.1:1
,,
SIN* 1.1:, ot 1.i it 1.1. Si
ean eltln-r
'piii or wist,
to know, but what is tuily explained, and many
matters of the most important
and interesting
character are introduced to which no allusion » eu
can be found in any other works in our language.
All the N 1 vv Dim ov i-.tru- ot the author, who ex
perieneo is such as probably never before 1*11 to tinlot of any man, are given I, full.
No person should

m:v
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Kidn.i-,
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IB it

CONVINCES

ALSO,

Volatile Solution of Tar
I ION without appde..non ot IIKA I,
\ ALl'ABI.K di-cuverv a- the whole
apparatus can be carried in the vest p'oek -t. ready at
any time lor tin most lleetuat ami j osithelv curative use in
411

IliMhintM. of th«- \OsF. Til IftO IT
and LI MCIM.

ITCH! ITCH!! ITCH!!!

THK COMl'OL .M)

Burn*, TAR
| Salt
Kiysipelas,Scald Head, Ringworms, Tie r*,
& MANDRAKE PILLS,
Rheum, Chillhlains, Scalds, PiuipN Blulehes,
Frosted Limbs, Inllained Eyes, Rile--, and ill ErupAlso good )<-r Scratches on
tions of the Skin.
horses.

For use in connection with the K1.I\ IK I A K
KKA
combination ot the TWO most valuable Al
TIV K Medicines known in the Krote.-siou. ainl
!
renders this 1*111 without exception tin- very !
ever ottered.
Send tor Circular ot ■■ONITII I: M HKtt
to your Druggiot, or to

Warranted to Cure or Money Refunded.
For sale by all Druggists and country stores,
F. B. 11IESKKLL, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
G. C. Goodwin & Co., Wholesale Agents, Ms HanPrice 215 cents per
over Street, Boston, Mass.
Box.
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the radical cure{ without medi-
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cine) of Sperm atorriki a, or SemiWeakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency Mental and Physical Incapacity,Impediments
to Marriage, etc; also, Consumption, Epilepsy,
and Fits, induced by sell-indulgence or sexual ex-

BELFAST, Maine.
ti'jj
AfJEWTS WAITED, Mule and
Female, to sell two articles as salable as
Flour, and needed in every family. Samples sent
tree by mail, with terms to clear |f» to $10 per day
This is no gilt enterprise or hutnbup, but they are
new articles of real merit.
Header, it you want
drolitable and honorable employment, send on your
name and post-otlice address, and receive lull particulars, with sample free, by return mail. Address
Newark New Jersey.
ItmTs
N. II. WI11T1
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CORONER!

4yT‘rice, in a sealed envelope, only «> cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable essay,
elearly demonstrates from a thirty years’ successful
practice, that the alarming consequences ol sell
abuse may be radically cured without the dangi rous
use of internal medicine or the application ot the
knife; pointing out a inode of cure at once simple,
certain, and effectual, by means of which every
sufferer, no matter what his condition may be, may
cure himself
cheaply, privately, and radically.
*9“ThIs Lecture should be in the bauds ot every
youth and every man in the land.
Sent, under seal, In a plain envelope, to any address, postpaid on receipt of six cents, or two post
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This well known and favorite Hotel lias recently
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elegantly throughout. It is kept mi the European
plan, and lias ample accomodation lor lour hundred
guests.
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THE LADIES. Tie-celebrated DIL I
Dl \
JL particularly invites a.I Ladies who mnl a Med
ical or Surgical adviser to call at In- Boom-.
Endicott St., Boston, Ma vs., which they will tied
arranged for their special accommodation.
Dft.DlY having devo.ed over twenty year to
tliis particular branch oi the treatment ot all «iiseases peculiar to females, is now coucedi-d by all,
(both in this country and Europe, that ho ex.vis
all other known practitioners in the sale,speedy
and olfeclnal treatment of all female complaints.
His medicines are prepared with the
xpress | nr
pose of removing all diseases, such as debility,
weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement of
the womb, also discharges wliie'n tluw lioin a morbid state of the blooc. The Doctor i- now fully
prepared to treat ill his peculiar style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the j. male
x,
ami they are respectfully invited to call at
Vo. il KmlU-ott *t. Ilostim,
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[Coos Republican, I aninster, N. II.
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ignorant, mills to
learned and popular physicians ot tin* day, and 1his so-called Extracts,Speciiies, Antidote, &c.,both
relying upon its effects in curing a few ina hundred, entitlcd to the gratitude >>f our ran- lor the-.- invniit is trumpeted in various wavs throughout the land ;
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'Chronicle, Farmington, !
Maine, Sept. 7, l*'',-.1.
cured, if possible, by competent physicians.
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book :,-ut by mail on receipt ot price.
BUT ARE QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Tin- author of the above named medical
N. H.
Notwithstandingtlie foregoir g facts are known to works i- the Chief Consulting Physician of tin
some quack doctors and no-t urn-makers, yet, r-.
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through false certilicates and references.and recommendations ot their medicines by the dead, who
cannot expose or contradict them; or who. In -ides,
to further their impo-itious, copy from medical
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is so arranged that patients never see or hear each
other. Recollect, the only entrance to his officers
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Constitutional and other Weakrn-<es in
youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of
BOTII.SEXES, SI NO LE OK.M A li K1 ED.

«» \

-.oDR. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Endieott street, Boston, is consulted daily for all diseases
incident to the female system. Prolapua Uteri or
Falling of the Womb, Fluer Albus, Suppression,
and other Menstrual Derangements, are al! treated
on new pathological principles, and speedy relief
guaranteed in a few days. So invariably certain is
the new mode of treatment, that most obstinate
complaints yield under it, and the aillicte.t person
soon rejoices in perfect, health.
Dr. Dow lias no doubt hud greater experience in
the cure of diseases oi women than any other physician in Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patients who may
wish to stay in Boston a tew days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow, since 1845, having contiued his whole at
tention to an otlice practice for the cure of Private
Diseases and Female Complaints, acknowledges no
superior in the United States.
N. B, All letters must contain one dollar, or
they will not be answered.
Otlice hours trotu 8 A. M. to 1) P. M
Boston, July 25, 1879.
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SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effects.and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMEMTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies.
SECRET AND DEDICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases ol
the Skin; Ulcers ot the Nose, Throat and
Body;
Pimples on the Face; Swelling ot the .Joint-; Ner-
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large cities,
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NEW

For maps, pamphlets, or an) other information
respecting them, address KBENE/EK COOK, Land
Commissioner, Davenport, Iowa.
EXPLORING TICKETS are sold at the Cora
panv's ticket oilieeut Chicago,and all other principal
stations on its line, and it the purchaser buys land
tio amount paid lor the ticket is applied on the purchase m on -).

Choice Security. At a Low Brice. Seven Per Cent.
First Mortgage
sciHinmiutit inteie-t in €-«!*!.
Cold Bonds, Montclair Railway Co., in New Jersey,
miles to Greenwood
lrom the city ot New York
Lake, there connecting with N. V. and Oswego
Midland—hv whom it is perpetually leased—whose
capital $7,005,uoO—becomes liable tor principal and
interest, 'ron being rapidly laid. One-half of tin*
For circulars and Bonds
road running in July.
apply ;o Banks and Bankers generally, and Mo.vrci.vii: Ram.wav Company, k*5 Nassau Street,
New York.
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-()_(Mi and alter FRIDAY, April 11, the

purchasers.

GOLD BONDS.

Line!

BOSTON & LOWELL

I here is a table among the Hindoos
that a thiet, having been detected and
condemned to die. happily hit upon an
expedient which gave him hope id' lile.
He sent for his jailor and told him that lie
assumed the
had a secret of great importance which
he desired to impart to the king, and ;
bilities as in
past of
when that had been done lie would lie
Tlie kreal l!(|iiitiil«>nl.
The world uuiy be
ilely challenged t.. produce so perfect a simulation
prepared to die. Upon
this firm in
I
piece of intelligence tin- king al once or- ol anything in nature, as
dered tile culprit to lie I'lindlleled to Ids
Tarrant's Seltzer Aperient
Such a Dumpling.
take this
presence, and demanded of him to know i-* ot its original, the Seltzer Spring ot Germany,
The captain oi one of the largest steam- ids secret. The thief
that lie lie- Aperient, based on a correct analysis ot the
replied
the
is
even
to
manufacture
Water,
superior
imning on the Potomac was aston- knew tin* secret of causing trees to grow Seltzer
in behalf of the late
of Nature bersell, because it contains all the active
ished one day lately, as his boat touched which would hear I'rnit of intro
gold. medicinal properties ot the Spring, unalloyed by any
the landing at one of the riverside water- The
useless particles lound in all mineral
firm to record my
experiment might lie easily tried, of the inert and'I'll**
genuine article l»eing
ing places not a great distance from and his majesty would not lose the oppor- fountains.
M©rnr©«l. you ha\e the Seltzer Water ol Europe,
t"
see
all
the
Washington,
guests assem- tunity : so, accompanied by his prime purified and’ perlected, and probably the best, the
for the
bled with their baggage ready to take minister, his courtiers, and his eliiet
most genial cathartic and antibiiious preparation ou
tlie face ot tlie* earih.
ior
the
In
pa—age
city.
making inquiries, priest, lie went with the thief to a sp.it
SUM) BY At.I DRUGGISTS.
united
as to the cause of this general exodus he
selected near the city wall, where the
-oon discovered that thereby
hung a tale. latter performed a series of solemn in\ cat’s.
It appears that the fare at the cantations. This? done, the condemned
ronage rehotel had disagreed with the boarders, man
produced a piece of gold and do- I Invented by the lute Bishop Shell, is creating a
uid nnj satisfied with complaining they olared that if it should he
in the cure ol Sciatica, Rheumatism,
ceived
planted it revolution
N:.i hai.).ia, Kidney and Spinal
took French leave. A batch of dough ! would
a tree
branch oi j So he Tiip.oat, Spr a ins, &c- The Complaints,
produce
cures ellected
every
from the
had been prepared for the oven and which would bear
in Waldo and
bv it arc* almost beyond beliel. Try it, use nothing
gold.
and you will be cured. It is the only cure for
plaertl n tie* table. A playful kitten
•‘But,” he added, “this must be pul in- else,
that
Sciutieu,
I'lXf-asc,
druttlful
counties.
We
thought it would be nice to run over it, it to the ground by a hand that lias never
or sale by Druggists, price $1.50 per bottle.
E.
oked so snowy, warm and tempting, been stained
by a dishonest act. Alv W. R^ DER .v SON, Proprietors, Boston, Mass.
kitty tried it and soon found her delicate hand is not clean, therefore I pass it to
start under a new name,
little feet sinking in the dough.
PLOY.Yf EXT.
for all.
She
your majesty.”
Industrial
Best
page
Newspaper.
MJcts.per
-’.niggled to escape, but it was only to
The king took the piece of gold; bul
year. Send stamp lor copy, t’ATI. S'F SJA/l, but the same resolution
•ink deeper and deeper until this youthful hesitated.
Boston, Mass,
Finally, he said:
■at
disappeared entirely, and so like
“I remember that, in my younger days,
of
Sales and
young Loeliinvar went into the yeast,
1 often filched money from my father’s
Sic* never rose again, but the bread did.
I have
treasury which was not mine.
Small
will
It losed over the unfortunate specimen,
HIM m
4 Cm E I¥ TM A SALrepented of the sin; and yet 1 hardly \\ri:
>Y 4IK 4 or i to ■*EIK KYEEK4 and
ic*t leaving a hair apparent.
Cooky of dare say my hand is clean. 1 pass ii, E\|»«*iiM©N,or
allow a large commission to sell our !
<
.nrwas not aware that instead of a
therefore, to my prime minister. The new and wonderful inventions. Address M. WAG- ! continue to be
i! .4 bread she had a kitten
dumpling. 1 lat ter, after a brief eonsidei at ion, answer- NER Si (JO., Marshall, Mich.
ii:d put the mass into the oven and baked L-d
the Motto of
A MONTH Horse and Garriugc lurnished.
it
Whim the bread was opened at break- \
li were a pity to break the charm
Expenses ]iaid. 11. Shaw, Alfred, Me.
I i-t the next
the New
morning, the birds did not through a possible blunder. 1 receive
"gin to sing, but the hoarders did. taxes from the people, and as l am exI bey I liriy howled with wrath.
They posed to many temptations, how can I be
I mew tiiat there had been a
Shrewd but quiet men can make a fortune by refamily of kit- sure that 1 have remained perfectly hon- velling
the secret ol the business to no one.
lens, and as hash had been served for est :J 1 must
it to the governor of
Address
/IA1 tYYLMII.
give
tor.
i.n akla t before this
llroaditar.
York.
extraordinary loaf our citadel.”
was opened, the conclusion was natural
“No, no,” cried the governor, drawThis stock has been
that the i.thei part of the family had
lor Young and Middle-Aged Men
gone ing back. “Remember that I have the TU£
0 nC DUUIV to readjust now, is Tli© Science
into the hadi and down their throats.
out
of
and
to
the
of
or
serving
N©lf-I*r©M©rvatiou. The author
pay
provisions
Life,
New Invoices of Goods
Dr. A. 11. 11 ai s, has returned Irom Europe in exThey were first taken with sea-sickness, soldiers. Ret the high priest plant it.
cellent health, and is again the Chief Consulting
next with home-sickness, and then cnAnd tlie priest said—
Physician of the Peabody Medi> ai. Institute,
in d a
“You forget, I have the collecting of No, I Bullinch St., Boston, Mass.
and a
general packing up. The fashionassortment
able Miinmer resort was left with no in- t it Ik's, and the disbursements for sacrihabitants but the cook and the bar-keep- fice.”
will
be found.
A CARD.
< i. and
what remained of the family of
At length the thiet exclaimed—
A Clergyman, while residing in South America as
kittens.
“Your Majesty, 1 think it were better a
It is our determimissionary, discovered a safe and simple
for society that all five of us should lie for the Cure of Nervous Weakness, Early remedy
Decay,
Diseases
t he Xonvalk Gazette says that Captain
of
the
and
Seminal
Urinary
and
hanged, since it appears that not an hon- tin- whole train ol disorders brought onOrgans,
nation to sell
by baneful
B. F. Jloman an Arctic navigator, now a est man can lie found
and vicious habits. Great numbers have been cured
among us.”
resident of that town, has the iron head
In spite of tho lamentable exposure, by Ibis noble remedy. Prompted by a desire to
benellt the alllicfcd and unfortunate, I will send the
"i the whale “gig” or
Goods at
harpoon, taken by the king laughed; and so pleased was reciji
for preparing and using this medicine, in a
him from the side of an Arctic whale, and he with the thiei’s
cunning expedient, sealed envelope, to any one who needs it, free of
w ilirh
char ye. Address do.. T. Inman, Station 1», Bible
ban caused so much interest and that he granted him a
a smaller
pardon.
House, N. Y. City.
comment among scholars and the press.
The harpoon, it will lie remembered, was i
K\ril 4 XCl IS.—Suburban City Lois,
Grant Frightened About Greeley.
shot into the whale but was wrenched off,
Chicago, or Farm near Detroit, for Lumber
11«*m a boat belonging to the Ansel Gibbs,
It seems that Grant is very much (assorted) or Saw-milt and Timber. I. KANNEY, of Profit than
heretofore, as
Delaware, Ohio.
from New Bedford, in the ice floes of Re- troubled about
Greeley’s recent political
pulse Bay, Greenland, on the Atlantic, movements, and is especially alarmed tit
the old
of
side of the continent, (/apt. Homan har- the
EVERY FAMILY SHOULD HAVE IT.
project for nominating Greeley as a
pooned this same whale on Monday, Au- Presidential candidate next year.
If
our Goods for two
gust. loth, of last year, in lat. 70,Ion. 40, at some of the statements made about this
DR. GUILMETTE S
about 10 P. M., but yet in full daylight, were not
would
be
very saddening, they
stores has been
off Wainright inlet, on the northernmost
quite amusing. He has heard of the deep- Extract of
coast of Alaska, on the Pacilie side of the laid
schemes of the anti-Grant republicans As :i delicious tonic
healthful, and curative for all upon,
continent.
Singularly enough, one of of New York; he knows something of uiseases ot the Kidneys
and Bladder, Loss of Appe( apt. Homan’s whalemen was on the
and determination ; lie is tite, Dyspep^u, Nervous Debility, &c., it is unrivalGreeley’s
spirit
them
led. To Females it is especially recommended for
Ansel Gibbs at tin* time this whale was aware of his extended
popularity; and he all irregularities of the menses, and disorders peculfirst struck, and the harpoon wrenched ott',
him as by far his most formidable iar to their system, as it can be used with perfect er
regards
in
and his first and second mates were also
In malarious districts it is a great preventcompetitor for the next republican nomi- safety.
ive of Fever and Ague.
on different vessels in the same Atlantic
nation. What he stands most in dread of,
Oil as* S. Faulkner, Wholesale Agent,
fleet, and knowing to the circumstances however, is that the
4b Barclay-st., New York.
Greeley party, in case
ot its loss. This
Sold by S. A. 1IOWKS & CO., Belfast, Me.
an
proves
open polar they should see that the Presidential con3m 13
tities.
sea, and a northwest
Arfor
the
vention
is
passage,
bound to renominate Grant,
tie whale never leaves the
regions of ice. will start an independent movement like
Our
and Summer
that which culminated in the Cleveland
Dogs are so very useful! The Kenne- Fremont convention in 1H04. By such a
Linen Cambric
bec Journal selects the
Goods have been marked
following: Devi movement, it is believed, Greeley would Irish
Young of Belgrade was shockingly bitten not only be able to defeat Grant very
ike,, &c.
by a dog the other day at Belgrade depot, easily, but would not stand a chance of
down and we call
We feel ourselves called on again to CAUTION
lie was standing on the piazza of a store
against the indiscriminate use of
securing liis own election. Greeley is CONSUMFRS
Irish
fabrics
made
to
imitate
our
in
up
goods
fold,
when the dog seized him bv one of his strongly in favor of the “one term princilic attention to an
trade mark, ami general appearance, and to warn
wrists. Young took a hatchet that was ple” lor the presidency, and has
them, that their only safeguard is to see that the
repeated- authentic
seal
of
our
firm,
lying near, with the holy purpose of lay- ly given Grant notice of late that he is opexamination of our
J. N. RICHARDSON, SONS & OWDKN,
ing open the dog’s Jtead, when the ani- posed to his renomination. If Grant be
is stamped on each article.
mal grabbed hint by the other wrist, com- determined to run next
year, he must do
to confine ourselves, as heretofore, to
Stock and Prices
pelling him to drop it. Another gentle- so in spite of Greeley’s warnings, and theDetermined
use of yarns spun from tine choicest and strongman present picked
up the hatchet and with the knowledge that Greeley has an-" est Flax, by the best machinery obtainable; uniform
before purweight and elasticity—manufactured and bleached
speedily made way with the dog, who nounced that he himself is not unwilling in
under our own superintendence:—the consumer will
was grit to the last,
lighting with persis- to accept a nomination. Greeley has be
GUARANTEED IiY OUR SEAL
tency even alter bis back bone had been publicly declared that lie has “settled aclaid bare. Mr. Young has since this oc- counts and past receipts” with the
the same durability and satisfaction la the wear,
repubcurrence been unable lo use one of his
lican party, and is now, therefore, ready which the genuine goods have always afforded.
ELSEWHERE.
hands, and is now hardly able to move to act on his own responsibility, as he has
J. N. RICHARDSON, SONS & OWDEN.
his fingers. Both arms are terribly lac- so often done on previous occasions.
5 Mo. 15,1871.
3ra50*
Belfast,
Ireland,
It is a dreadful state of things. It is
erated, and his throat torn. The result
of these wounds is still in doubt.
hard to say what Grant should do about
tin Wednesday two Augusta men, Mr. it.
He can easily settle the difficulty,
Hiram Reed and Deacon J. S. Turner, howevei, by
writing a letter like that
TWINES &
accompanied by Mr. J. E. Sturdy of which Gen. Sherman recently wrote, preManufactured by
Providence, R. I., were tin-own from emptorily refusing to be a presidential
their carriage by their horse taking fright candidate next year.
In this way he
WM. E. HOOPER & SONS,
from a yelping cur, and all were more or would get rid of a
disagreeable subject Wr-Seiui for Price List.
less hurt, though none seriously.
of thought.
Baltimore, Md.
[Cincinnati Commercial.
Iyr51
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N

K(WILL

‘BE FORFEITED BY Du. L,
tIUl/ DIX if failing to cure in less time an
any other physician, more effectually and perexposure to.ail weather, with sale and pleasant mod-

he

Independent

-o-

Hi is Company is now oil'ring lor sale about six
hundred thousand arms of the linest agricultural
The Company sells only to
lands ill the West.
actual settlers,and the prices are exceedingly reasonal.lr-, ranging from $5 to $15 per acre—the average
being about $s. The greater part ot these lands
are situated along tin* line ot its railroad between
the cities ul lii-s Moines and Council Blurt's, and
are in the most accessible aud fertile region in the
State.
Sales mad.- lor ca>h or on credit long enough to
enable any industrious man to pay lor the land out
ot its crops.
These lands are held under a title direct from the
General Government, and an* not mortgaged or encumbered in any way. Full warranty deeds giveu to

timely

>

Acres

CHOICE IOWA LANDS.

she'd let him km*w;

ihit John, h< kept a-coiniii:! s(_j||,
•bisf a-- he has for twelve months past
Tv. thought sometimes it looked as though
i'<l have to speak for him at last.
Tm hound that he shall know the truth.
Ami m»w I'm resolved, J eaunot wait
I or him to timl it out himself;
Ami so next time. I'll try my fate.

m

-I I-M"

Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific Railroad

<;<)(),<)<><»

WEEK.

NTEAMEll

Each Case

v»uaramecu

TRIPS PER

#

mentioned above.

would
That had a lover whom she liked,
\i<<! wait* <1, with her heart aglow
1 <*r him to break the subject liiM,
as

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

NEW

Kiileen year's successful experience proves beyond
the possibility ot a doubt, that by the prompt and

and

•‘Cassia, sweet to smell,"
swell the list of materials from which
“Are sweetest odors made.”
The sweets, of course, need fn-.jin-nt
admixtures with the mneh-abused though
always really popular musk, with ambergris. or even with civet, which is far from
pleasant in its concentrated natural state:
but these are all things which though dis-

<

And talked

an

flagrant tuberoses,

All. well! 1 shouldn't care so iniirh
II John himself ha<l told me '<»:
1’"r then m might have said it all,
l poll his own aceonnt, v<*u knoxx
Hut lie's so bashful 1 believe
H d never dare to speak out plain:
1 hope he'll muster courage up,
An<l trv it when he enmes again.
I:

a

placed. He goes on to
misapprehension frequently en-

Jtibcrtisenrcnts.

WOOD INSTITUTE for Young
!▼_!_ Ladies, l ittslield, Mass., long and widely
known lor great beauty of location and superiority
of instruction. Kkv. C. V. SPEAK, Principal.

the flowers are

Iti"! whet.' the sail fell "ill of sight
'ne taint star trembled on the night:
b« > l,ud my reach. 1 "aid, that star
-dial! keep my steady Watch afar:

1

Hctit

How Perfumes are Made.

Tin- wind pressed outward from the
T<> mutter round the roekv strand:
i'k summer night was very still,
Nae for the tree" upon the hill.

E M E !¥ T !

Q lii

CO.,

|

Mill* Frcowla CiroiiiMl Hydraulic
Cenieut. just received, and lor sale low, by
WILLIAM H, SWAN & CO.
tt47

Belfast
NOW

Savings

Bank

IS TilK TIM I! TO DKI’OSI

A penny saved is

DEPOSITS

made

a

on or

I.

penny earned.
h« lore

ihe

1st of any

month, will he placed upon interest over)
month, (except May and November' and interest
computed upon the same in June and December.
Deposits received daily at the Banking Room,
trom 9 to lvf A. M., ami J to 1 1‘. M Saturdays from
im A.M.
JOHN 11. OU1MBY, I reas. ASA
Belfast, .Vuly 1-1, 1870,
yto

FAUNCE, Prest.
til

